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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Reference to  "dollars" ( S)   indicates United States dollars. 

Reference to "tons"   indicates metric tons. 

The following abbreviations have been used in this documents 

M.G.        machine glazed 

NSSC        neutral sulphite setti-chemical 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Expert  Group Meeting on Pulp  and Paper  in  Developing Countr i <n; wau 

hold at Vi urina   from  13   to   17  September   VJ'fl.     It   wai;  organized   by the  United 

Nations Industrial   Development Organization (UNIDO). 

The purpose of the Meeting was  to  focuc attention on (a)   the production 

of pulp and paper from  indigenous fibres  that were not commonly used owing 

to the lack of practical experience}     and (b) methods for raising the  effi- 

ciency of existing pulp- and paper-mills that often were the most  effective 

steps to increase their output.    The Meeting was also  GO  study ways and means 

of helping developing countries with their pulp and paper production and to 

make relevant reeoamendaVons, 
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I.     ORGANIZATION OP THE MEETING 

The Meeting was attended by 25 experts from 13 countries,  20 oblî(TVin,, 

from  11  countries,  and representatives of the secretariats of the Economi,- 

Commission for Africa (EGA),  UNTDO,   and   the Food and Agriculture Organi «at ion 
of the United Nations (PAO). 

K.  J.  Bioernstad (UNIDO) was Director of the Meeting.    The following 

persons served as members of the Expert Group: 

Julius Grant (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern  Ireland). 
i»fl airman 

Joseph Atchison (United States of America),   Vice-Chairman 

Youasef A. Pouad (United Arab Republic),j/ Vice-Chairman 

Ï*  R' folley (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland). 
Vioe-Chainnan " 

ViPhnu Prasad Poddar (India), Vice-chairman 

Donald L. Stacey (New Zealand),  Vice-Chairman 

Thaadoe Jeyasingara (Ceylon),*   Rapporteur 

Christopher Bray Tabb (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland;, Rapport em» 

A, Binder (Federal Republic of Germany) 

Pablo fl, Cardenas (Colombia) 

P. Ch&udhuri (Sweden) 

Dante Cusi (Mexico) 

Owen f. Dal ley (Canada) 

foster P. Doane Jr. (United States of Africa) 

Yehia AMel-Utif Fahoy (United Arab Republic)^ 

S. R. D. Guha ( India) 

Roeajati Joedodibroto (Indonesia) 

Tsutaau Kaya»a (Japan) 

Bernhard K. Mayer (United States of Aaerioa) 

Edward J. Villavicencio (United States of America) 

E, loman Westerberg (Finland) 

2arl Zappert (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 

1/ Bow designated Egypt. 

2J Now designated Sri Lanka. 



l'aper:;  wcrn pre:;..TI ted   ,n   the  following iuibjoets:     nowuprint   from  bagaje, 

paper  and  pu.p  proda: ti on   from  rubberwood and mixed  tropical   riardwoodu,   low- 

•-:r.   pu. p-  and  paper-mi i : :; f   maintenance,   efficiency,   the manufacturo of pulp 

from  ox-) ti •:   raw materia!;:,   and   the une of waste paper  in pulp- and  paper-mills. 

Tin   papo TV, wer':   the Pani ,J   or  the Group's discuss ion?. 

The Group viüitod a paper-mill   in Ortmann,  Austria. 
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TI.    SUMMARY OP THE DISCUSSION 

N3wsprint  from.bagasse 

Although many kinds of paper had  been made from bagado,   th«. manutYnlarv 

of newsprint  from  it had not yet  been  uuecrscfu1. 

Only two bagasse newsprint projecte had been attempted  even though 

several countries with cane-sugar induotries would enjoy   large saving,! in 

foreign exchange for imported newsprint  if bagaBse were used  in   the manufac- 

ture of newsprint.     It was stated that poaoible reaaonB  for the   lack of deve- 
lopment included? 

run*    iJ) B0UM" *T tü Whether a ffleth0d °f VF0á^• «hich  is  both   techni- cally and economically sound has been developed; 

(b) The output of a newsprint machine of viable size could exceed the 
domestic demand far newsprint,  and the export of surplus produnttn^uM 
have seemed unlikely} <-ouia • 

the coeH/ílü^r*64 °08\0f producin« newprint from  bagasse could exceed 
the cost .f imported newsprint,   especially when dumping had occurred} 

h^*«}^ fu^r7»ili
l8/oul<* be too dispersed for a sufficient quant i tv of 

ba§aas© to be collected economically at one centre} 

e» i  * <e}.a?8ap-"ill8 could be unwilling to sacrifice a reliable eupply of 
tuet ror their necessary steam t>ower for an ai + 0mno+4,,„ *>-,^i t •  ,   ,, 
would have no control of thHu?pï^ »"enutive fuel over which they 

dutiesi(í) 1fce PrlCe °f the alternative fliel c^¿ be inflated by excise 

«„ * ig) The l"POrt °f Petroleu« as t*el for sugar-mille could require 
scarce foreign exchange and thus decrease the appeal of bagas;;.- -Wa raw 
Material} ° 

(h) There could have been anxiety about competition from wood» 

The Oroup was informed of recent  technical and economic development*. 

Some processes were reviewed and compared although it was  felt  that -meh 

coapaPiBons were of Halted value for the following reasons :    data wore in- 

complete or were not stated in basic units that could he conted out wi th 

different local unit prices}   pulp was tented under different condì ti one s 

triale were »ade on different samples of bagasse (some frech and  ti.m; üt-.red) | 

the speeds of paper machines were not always stated.    It wan UUí^SíWHJ  that 
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th<: advice:  of Unitod nations   exports or  independent   consultants   should be 

sought to  permit  a vai id comparison and a déterminât i un of  the   feasibility 

of different methods. 

Referonoe'was made to   investigations   in the m id-1900s for  the? purpose of 

selecting the most appropriato process for conditions   in the United Arab 

Republic. Tenders for a  100,000-ton por year bagasse newsprint   and maga- 

zine  p-iper-mill   and a j0,000-ton per year bagasce chemical   pulp-mill were 

compared,   and the coöt of production of bagasse newsprint by different pro- 

ceases was   estimated.    With   the best process,   the coat was about   7 per cent 

more than  the cost of  imported newsprint.- 

Most  of the  exports were opposed to   raising the minimum  level of pro- 

perties for newsprint agreed   upon at  the Conference on Pulp and  Paper Deve- 

lopment in Africa and the Near East,  hold at Cairo  in  1965.    Tïu1 acceptable 

level   varied from country to  country.    It was agreed that in general the 

'levels had  increased since  1.965 and brightness great or than 58"   G.E» and 

opacity greater than 88 per cont wore often now required.    The minimal   levels 

recommendod  in  1965 were brightness  30° (Î.E.,   opacity 86 per cent,  tear 24 g 

croc B machine direction. 

For the kind of pulp required for newsprint,  the colour of the bagasse 

at the time of pulping was of particular importance;    the method and condi- 

tions of bagasse storage were therefore critically important.     When evaluat- 

ing data  for different  processes,   it must  be known whether fresh or stored 

bagasse was used. 

Three;  procedures for making mechanical bagasse pulp were reviewed! 

(a) Refiner ground pulp from depithed bagasse»    The pulp was thought 
to have; high opacity (9co Per cent)  but  lower strength  than mechanical pulp 
from wood ; 

(b) Refiner ground pulp from whole bagasse.    After a preliminary re- 
fining stage,  the pulp was fractionated  into 2/3 fines, which was used as 
mechanical  pulp,   and l/3   tough   fibre,  which was converted into  chemical 
pulp 1 

(c) Hot refined pulp afte>r steaming depithed bagasse for a maximum 
of 4 minutos to  130 C» 

Bleaching could be required after all the processes unless fresh or well- 

preserved bagasse was used. 
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The main alternative was chemi-meohanical or high-yio'd,   j^mi-.-h.-mi .-:i : 

bagasse pulp.     Depithed bagasce received a mild cook before refining,    ."ut- 

sequent bleaching was usually required.    The pulp  was  expect od   L»   retain* mor> 

unbroken fibres than straight mechanical pulp and  was  stronger 0,0   thu,t a 

smaller quantity of  long-fibred chemical pulp was   required to   reinforee  the 

sheet.     Tt was   indicated  that newsprint with suffi oi>ni dry strength omid 

bo made with   little or no   long-fibred  chemical  pulp.     Very hi gh-i poeii paper' 

machines could be unsuitable for circumstances   in   some developing countries 

where lower speeds could be more practical.    The  necessary wot  strength   -mid 

then be lower and less chemical wood-pulp required.    The use of chemicals for 

cooking and bleaching tended to  impair opacity and   ink absurbooey.    Mineral 

loadings had been used to  counteract  the under i rabie effects of the chemicals. 

It was reported that 5-7 per cent of the mineral   loadings was  retained in tin; 

paper, 

As the type and intensity of chemical treatment influenced properties 

and economies,  the most  recent developments in bagasse newsprint had b«o n  in 

the chemical treatment.     Promising results were reported from a novel process 

under development  in which the depithed bagasse was first subjected to water 

p re-hydro lysis at pH 4« 5  for about 7 minutes at   IJ'^°C with  loases of about 

5 per cent.     The unwashed pulp was  ¿hen mildly treated with about 2 per cent 

of sodium sulphite and 1  per cent of sodium silicate on the depithed raw 

material at about pH 8 for about 10 minutes with the temperature constant at 

175 C»    The pulp was refined hot at  146 C and had a high consistency at the 

discharge of the digester.    A brightness of 55    3.E.  (maximum rfì    O.E. ) was 

reported without further bleaching when using freon bagasse.    A yield of 

approximately 85 per cent on depithed bagasse was  reported,  and losses in 

depithing calculated on the original bagasse were 30 per cent of pith and 

fines and 7 per cent of sugar, sand and other matter. 

Another reported development was the determination of optimum conditions 

for cooking and refining. Tn the process, depithed bagasse was mildly cooked 

and then fractionated into a part, which was already sufficiently resolved by 

the cooking and part which required mechanical refining, preferably under 

pressure, to resolve it into fibres. Thus, account was tak< n of the relative 

toughness of the rind of sugar-cane compared with the flesh. 



'.7il};   -fiod   Ln.it   i';-!   í-xc^naivc  d"pitn 

:'   'ii>'-pi    O  ;-'T   ••'-rit or  raw  bm;; 

.'     i    W: t.!;    .'-•"'   ;;--r     '-"¡t     >f      aunl i   •   : 

-   ; •.  m i • :•*   aria 

•!'i: • :!>>[>! th.-d 

la  wA   -Mik'-ii   in 

:  *  '•-'   r,-    i  -.1    '• -r-.t.-r.     Th*> yiold  of digost-d  pu.p wan about 

o   :    M;i   r'ir-t.'O'-.     Pra,^ t i ihit i on  was   off(.,-t,vj   by otario 

•'irò-   fri..?: .>;.   "x .••"••-•d'n^ '"'0 por cent.     Tt   wac  r-^ort.-d  that 

us<xl to  r'firif   the fraction r-pquired normal maintenance,     Tho 

,    :1 en rung and 

in a trial  at 

il and  unrefinod fract ns wnrn combined  for wa3hln;j 

: ]"i •*,:-.'  * •   *r.»   repaired  t ri^htnetîs with hypo-h ! onte. 

'î.S.   *h«    v;?r--3] ;   ;ih-il^^fjd yield   ;f bleached pulp from whole  hayanse 

wie  -í¡. ) it   .y--,  per   -9"-tf ,   and  63  per -ent   from depithed   beasse, 

A fumi ah of % per cent of the pulp with 5 per cent of semi-bleached 

kraft softwood pulp with up tu 6-7 per cent of retained clay was said to  have- 

giv-n acceptable results.    The inclusion of mechanical wood-pulp  in the paper 

furnish was not considered justified by the resulta« 

Â predicted development was the production of fines that could improve the 

printing properties of the paper by heavily refining the rejects fro« the 

fine screening and vortex cleaners.    Extensive trials on commercial newsprint 

machines were reported»   including running at high speed on an experimental, 

twin-wire «achine,    The recovery of chemicals fro» the semi-cheaical process 

was a predicted development. 

Semi-chenu cal and ehe»i-»echanical pulp would cost «ore than mechanical 

pulp because of the lower yield,  the cost of cheaticals and extra capital  cost. 

The disadvantages could be offset by savings in the required quantities of 

long-fibred chemical pulp»  which would often be imported,  and of the power 

for refining. 

Although a bagasse newsprint project requires a larfe capital invest- 

ment,  it was considered vital to convince financing houses and Governments 

that excessively high risks would not be involved.    This could be demonstrated 

by the operation of one or more pilot plants for a lengthy period with 

industrial-sise »achines.    Alternative processeti could be used and evaluated. 

The demonstration pulping-plants should be monitored by objective observers 

and be associated with a commercial paper-mill  with a full-scale paper pro- 

duction.    Pulp from the pilot pulp-plant  could be stored to allow extended 



paper-machine runs.     The  representative of FAv-   indicate)   ¡h> 

in a demonstration plant.     One   export  suggertod   ihn,*   t ii"   i-m 

would  help   the makers of machinery to  adapt   tin. ir ma'hin.-s   i, 

duct i on of  bagasse pulp.     Several  developing eountri-s  .'ould  ce;   ai'-r-al 

furthering the pilot-plant project,  and compari M-G   int. rn-t-d 

processes  could pool  their  efforts. 

ra' ; -.e 

•'   ;e  d.••••.• ..i.iru 

IciTi'iru'. i r Objections raised  in the discussion  included  the difficulty of 

ing chemical  recovery on the pilot scale,  the unrepresentative fines content 

of wet   lap and the  impracticability of depriving a niant of a paper machine 

for a   lengthy period.    Some participants objected  to the expondi ture of 

United Nations funds for the proposed demonstration plant.    They doubted 

that objective conclusions would result from  it  and believed that  it could 

hinder rather than help the development of a process for making newsprint 

from bagasse by deterring some companies,which had airead,/ invested heavily 

in the development,  from further expenditure. 

Some participants commented that Governments could help the development 

by imposing a tariff on newsprint imports,  although tariffs on newsprint 

were unusual.    A quota system which would prohibit imports when ¡ocal pro- 

duction became sufficient could be preferable,  but not  if,  at  the same time, 

domestic prices were pegged at an unremuneratively  low level. 

Practical experience in the use cf rubberwood for the 
production of pulp and paper 

The Group appreciated the great value of tho two papers on the use of 

rubberwood for pulp and paper,  which presented much practical  and scientific 

toiowledge which had hitherto been inaccessible.     Rubberwood was def in od as 

originating from the species Hevea brasiliensie.     frees were usually felled 

and replaced when their yield of latex declined at an age of 25 or  iO yoaro. 

An attempt to make gioundwood pulp from rubberwood in a mill-scale 

trial was unsuccessful.    Rubberwood has not yet  found acceptance as a major- 

wood resource in newsprint manufacture, 

Rubberwood is pulped commercially only in Japan and on a pilot-plant, 

experimental scale in Indonesia.    An attempt to use rubberwood for paper in 

India was unsuccessful. 
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Tie- 3 roup  noted  that  '.i1 though  annua1!;/ hundred:;  ->f  thoueandc  of  tonn of 

rubtr rwood   W-T-.  oueoeonfu: ,y  cony- rted   to  ehom i cal   pu : pi;  for1  o>î,h   paper and 

ra.yn,   it   hau   o.t.   yet   provo)   no:.;.", i bio t')   éliminât,-   later  from   ¡1,     pulp:.;. 

Th'-rct'-Jí-'--,    it.   wao  not   nraot i <:a ;   ou IT 'fitly   \,.>   incorporate more   than   20  or 

'•<'•  p'.r   'oit   ¡t'   rubberwiod puio   in   pape,   or m .e    than  .''''") p-r e-nt   i ri  dionoìv- 

i ng pu 'f.. 

Th.   chemical   and  morphological    'h'iraet> -ri e t i e:;  of   rubberwood  aro  gérer- 

ally typical   of medium-done; ty  hardwoods.     It   LU  pu ¡.pod convent i .mai vj by both 

iho oulphatc  arid   tho  oulphit.    proooocr;:;,     Tbo   oui.p   io  used   in  tho no.  paper;;   for 

which chemical   hardwood pulpy  arc ordinarily used,   ouch aa writing,   printing 

and duplicating pap'-ra,   coating bane papere  and  an-  a corrugating mod i um. 

R< iativ [j   litt1-    in'Tmat! >n war; rr-con tod   .on •• rning tho physical 

•hira"t' ri rt i   n   >f rubb. »w*>i  m';     x' ,>*•   P- -n   <• x,.> '-'ii^ntal   work.     The rr- 

j'-ar'-h jugg-'oto-d   that  th-   touring ctreng+h w;.d be -iti ivo acerago for a hard- 

w>id,   uid  th    ! urst ani  t-'uc*   •    ,i* •- ngtho wo   *   hr-^w th.   host strengths  ex- 

f."--tod tor hardw-iodc.    Th" fierce were ^'-pjrt >i as fairly long for a hardwood 

i ab m I.   ... -  ram and  nometameo   longer)  and of m > i^rat*; width.     The wails of the 

fibre:; wt-ro cuff lot->ot ly  ih.n   that   they wo a, i pnt'ihly collapse when dried, 

u- mbo. rw .'i,   cay l.    ".-a'.-*  .»io,    -on ê   r        ctroie' •   pulp than o';}- to   \(i~ 

year ''.id  wood» 

Th.    ' ua     . ',um       '   i'iand   ag   ruub.-i   If-o    ano   t.i<   a/orage  rat.   ai   wr-..,-,, 

they   iff   replaced,  -irò  í  )or guidon  t    tho 'mantlty of  rubberwiod avitlab!.- fjr 

a puip-mii!   or fir tin   export  of   rubnerwood ao   iogu or chips.     In  calculai ing 

the availability,   account wuc-t  b     tak.>s   •"   >th--r   faofotn such as: 

(a) The type of  land  I t>nun;,  whether plantation or small holding, 
Wlii o   .'i'iootion  from an uva c jinp run rig a latiglc or u few  large  plantation." 
*ai   b-     'iabo,   oo'1f;-t. >r-  *r irn   an   ar a f >TT -ñ   by nurn-roiir.  orna" '   hold TP  might 

not  be.     In Malaya i i and  Tudoro-ci .,   which ar«-> by far tho  largest  rubbor- 
produi nig > ountri oc,   ili    ¡ r >r . • ri, n-no of th-    vita;   areao devoted   to   ruboer 
firmed  by rmaM   ho Hing,   o*     ri    aid '!~\ p< '    '.ni,   r-n-.pe-tiVrMy ; 

(h)   Irregular  a>/i* lobi : ity.     Âitlnugh  th.-  average uc.eful   I if« of trcer 
an pr-'durtTP >>f   latex  ic l'c.   to   V. y "ara,  their replacement could be sporadr-; 

(c) N.-w strains propagai ni by clonal  grafting tend to produce more 
nibbei   fron ornai Î er  tivo   down   to  *?.!   m-0,7 m diameter; 

(:li   Comp.-t ' tire  ace,     Rubberwood  ¡ rx'« M-G   tin   dementi-;  fuel   re.fui r ;tl 
for drying and  treating  Htrx.     A^e'ount nruaf    <lrso  be taken of the  possible 
tmluiîtrjal  uoer,   >f  the w - .-1   >:•   rharvoal  fr>n   d,   nuoh ac for the manufacture 

• i   cte. ,,   lìfìì i->:   'n  Mala-c   i       -..Tun  C me"    <.¿ , , ¡   +h'o      -  .'Xr^rted   for ouiring; 



_   1 c. 

(<•) it ;, ut, m-;m i   a.   t .  UJO   t 
twiotud   ¡.¡id  orna i „ —1 i ,UH> i.• ni' '• <a   l:i.t.' !.    I-.       i 

•ftn.'t    ;,'  a  ,-Uî'; ; i.' ; 

The   following advin tag-;:   of   rubber  : , ir.f,-äi '  l(¡.- 

were etat od: 

(a) The wood  in a by-produ.'t .>f whi-'h   th.-t-   k 

(b) Plantations produce a uniform  var'ft.y   o; w , ,) wm¡   x  ¡.i!r. ;.   l(.;_ 
form dancity (as  compared with heterogene eun mix.-i   trop i -a: ' ílardw .• òd.-ì ; ' 

(c) Plantations usually have a system   ->f ..\>minunieat i-mr,   h.MH-••- = .-   ^1 
labour already aval ! abk    for extractor,  of   ti..-  w-,   i ' wlii.-h   ; •    ..-...,   ,. .V   .; 

caao whrn pulp-wood  in  extracted from  virgin  fwrents/or when  PUIT-W-H ' 
tions are newly established). 

it i ' a- 

The following disadvantages are connected with  rubber plantation» an a 

source of pulp-wood i 

(a) Because the wood of the rubber  tree is worth only a  fraction <>f 
1 per cent of the rubber it has produced,  the plantation owner may not bo 
interested in it unless he seeks a fractional   increase  in the profits; 

(b) A plantation is not a secure source of pulp-wood.     It could unex- 
pectedly change to other crops | 

(c) The branches of trees used for rubber production are permitted  t > 
grow only 3 or 4 m from the ground.    Th- handlir.g of thee:  tn;>s for pulp- 
wood is inconvenient} 

(d) The impossibility of constructing heavy-duty roadi*. oould  mitri.-t 
the use of any heavy transport or mobile   logging equipment,   osp.-eiai 1/ during 
the monsoon season.    Tho   inadequate road*  und   th-   labour-int-n;: ; v   hand; in*' 
of the trees could make  logging a costly operation; 

(a) Some rubberwood could be too remote from roads to bo used in th.* 
production of pulp. 

The group noteu that   the  problem of   .atox   in  th-   mli,   which ;;eri m;: :y 

restricts   its  appi nation,   has  not been ¿olv-d.     Th<-r-   had  k . n  erne ¡JU.-O.-S-. •. 

In  reducing the   lato* eont.-n»   Iwf-.re  the w . 1   war  PA'.¡ <-ì  ani   t k-i   luri,...; 

pulping. 

Although most of thr ^at-x i.; i-; (he bark, .• »• io tku^i :n 'Je w-.o.i, 

ev^ïi when there has boon rv damage by tipping >p> rations, ani - .".ri wr •• woo.! 

irani.xliat.My under th.- bark i ;* removed. '-..b-v Mr » apr/ng pa:.. .;:, hard .... 1 

i at ex is often found embedded ; r the wood; that wood --ou d b- îark-r.-d and 

hard | it could als. -ontalr. knots. Tt io r>..;.;.;•.• d r-r Lh- na-ufao l.ur- ••f 

dissolving pulp. The amount of later in rueb* rwood 'hips /ark-d -or.::id. r- 

ablv,  but an  indicative figure of 0, \ per •••-r.t wa.'  s'i*g<.:-k ¡. 
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b\)v  paper-pulp,   thf:  bark   in  uauilly   removed   by hand   immediately after 

lin,":   \,\,<-   tree:;,   vii i on   the  bark  separates  mont   easily.     Tie-   latex   in  fluid 

'¡'Í   :v,m" "f   it  contaminates   the; wood.     Tf   the bark   is   left   for nome months, 

iat.'x hardens  so   thai  a smaller  quantity would  contaminate the wood  during 

•re -v. '    r TiMva'. 

The amount of latex in the tree when felled can be minimized by so-called 

"murder tapping", in which the tree is virtually tapped to extinction during 

the six months before felling. Chemicals are being developed which could 

help to remove bark before felling. 

In both the sulphate and soda pulping processes, latex remains emulsified 

while conditions remain strongly alkaline, but it tends to coagulate in the 

turbulent conditions during screening. Further coagulation could occur dur- 

ing bleaching. Advantage could be taken of the coagulation to separate latex 

and the rejects from screening operations. They could also be separated by 

fractionation or floatation» Agglomerations are not as sticky and are easier 

to screen out if the cooking liquor contained sulphur, which appears to have 

a vulcani zing  effect. 

Alum tends to aggravate coagulation of residual latex on the paper 

machine. The effects of latex in the pulp include: 

(a) Blinding of pulp-mill screens and deposits in the lyste»! 

(b) Fouling of wires and felts on the paper machine\ 

(c) Fouling of drying cylinders and calender rolls. 

These may lead to imperfections in the paper and loss of production by 

having to shut down and clean over frequently, 

Rubberwood is particularly susceptible to fungal attack. Blue-stain 

fungus advances very rapidly and is followed by other fungi. Fungal attack 

reduces yield, increases the chemical demand in bleaching, though blue 

staining alone, which does not affect the cellulose itself, is objectionable 

mainly because of ite effect on colour. Where it is found possible to use 

rubberwood directly for mechanical pulp, blue staining and other fungal 

attack could be an obstacle. 

The blue-stain fungus requires moisture and oxygen. Although the stor- 

age of rubberwood logs under water deprives blue-stain fungus of oxygen and 
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minimizes   its   spread,   such  a storage method   is  »jot  uru-d   industria : I •.-.     Rubb.-r- 

wood pulping  is  almost  exclusively confirió  to  Japar  wheiv wo ni   imp.-rt-'d   from 

Malaysia is  used.     The practice   Is  generally  eith-r  ts  debark   tie-  w-.>d   ¡„   the 

plantation   immediately after felling,   t,-> ehi}-   ti,.- wood  and   '..:  si; ;;    md as^ 

the chips as  quickly as possible,   or to transpo-t   the   .,-.,«;  hv-   ;,,rr,-   t.,   { ¡.,, 

chip and use the wood as  soon as possible after f.-l.ing,   j r-dVrab:y  within 

three months. 

Low-cost  pulp- and paper-mills for developing countrios 

The Group shared the view that the capital cost of building a pulp- or 

paper-mill was higher in a developing country than for an identical ri,ui in 

an industrialized country.    The operating cost  was also usually higher. 

Some of the factors contributing to the high costs were:    high  transport, 

costs,  the use of foreign personnel,  customs duties,  and undue delays  in com- 

pleting projects.    It was  estimated that these costs could be an much a» 

50-100 per cent higher than for similar mills in Europe or North America. 

Several participants expressed the view that some kind of protection was 

usually required to create conditions in which a new paper industry in a 

developing country could operate economically.    More than nominal protection 

could, however, lead to the establishment of non-competitive  industries which 

could harm the long-term economic growth of the country. 

There wan considerable discussion on the turn-key approach to now mill 

construction.    A Wide divergence of opinion was  expressed regarding the advan- 

tages and disadvantages of the approach.    A conclusion was drawn that differ- 

ent  conditions would require different approaches. 

It was stressed that for developing countries, wherever possible, the 

mills should be integrated pulp- and paper-mills to help make the projects 

viable. 

The use of a small machine in a developing country was general ¡y favour'*! 

as its output was suitable for the local market conditions.    Furthermore,   itr: 

operation was relatively simple and personnel could be trained on  it.    Giant 

paper machines were important  in industrialized countries becaus"  labour wan 

saved.    Smaller machines that were still  in good condition could become 
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The  ioiiowing design features for a low-cost   pulp-mill were suggested by 

an experti 

i a)  Tii-   .!.:•    if cimr'er   u.o  mm? oonv"ntional   equipment   such as batch 
•iiP?:.iì'>r,i wtti« cìir«*--t  io -ti ¡ng i-, rdred  1 iw investment costs and were simpler 
to operati»    Cartful   at lent i on mud   be paid to   improving thoir steam economy, 

* int inuour di^-utoru  W"r>,  h;w"Vor,   recommend od for agri cultural   residues 
b.'oaa,-... of the-  ¡ow packing density  in batch digesters} 

(b) The uce of  the ammoni urn-bas ed neutral  sulphite somi-ehefflicíü (NBSC) 
i r-if.-an cuuni be   considered wlu-n th>   cono eut rated  effluent could be sold pro- 
fitably asi a fertiliser.    Such a process would be of value to developing coun- 
trii-o which were largely agricultural! 

('•)  In dev-loping countries where a very brightly bleached pulp was 
o>L .-fui.-ntia,, a .-.'mp   if i  d b.-aching system   in the following sequence was 
re - >ramendedi    Chi ;rinat ion - alkaline extraction - hypochlorite.    In tropical 
•limattu,   -hioriti'tti jn uh mid take place in a short retention up-flow tower 

filioweil  by down-flow tower.    All  the f>l lowing ctagen should take place in 
d>wn-f;jw towfTu,    All   filtern should be installed at a high  level for achiev- 
ing gravity flow t     in--  towers.    Considerable uavingc could result from a 
;> ttch .-.yittem .,f ble;*-hing.    The   rej-.trmiended material for construction of the 
bleaching tower waa   rubber-lined carbon steel   or tile-lined concrete.    All 
major piping should be polyvinyl  chloride or fibreglass} 

(d)  Fur the recovery section,   the wwiy developed pyrolysis reactor could 
bo considered for the NS3C,  soda and sulphate proeoseeB.    In the awmoniuat-based 
neutral  sulphite proceso,   the waste wac converted to a marketable product by 
evaporating and drying. 

Other participants ad vi a ed the use of convention»!, «ell-tried processes in 

developing countries. 
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The  following: desigli  features  for a   l'>w-oost   pap<'r-mi : :   w. n-  ;,r .t• -.•• -a   n-,- 

some  of the exports: 

The knock-down  typo of Fourdri ni er sect i.HI 

The use of table rolla 

A manual   lubrication system 

A  versatile type of paper machine 

Minimum  instrumentation to meet   running recpi i rem-nits 

The use of a roll  grinder to  grind   roll  journals  ,10   thai  costly   'allib- 
are unnecessary 

A high degree of interchangcability of feltri,   felt  roi in and presa 
rol 1B 

The standardization of equipment  such an motors,   pumps and agitatori; 

The use of  large chests between synterns to carry out maintenance and 
repairs to certain units without  completely stopping the entire plant 

It was suggested that  judicious thought should be given to  securing used 

machinery.    Although it was pointed out  that substantial  savings  in capital 

investments could result,   some experts  felt that there wore many risks con- 

nected with the purchase of used equipment. 

In a subcontracting agreement,  th^fol lowing costs could be added to the 

basic cost of a »achine before it was  exported! 

(a) The subcontractor's handling charge (and possibly commission if he 
was an agent for the manufacturer) for equipment he purchased find an cngiii'--er- 
ing fee for assembling a subsection for sale to  the main contractor that was 
baaed on the total cost of the subsection} 

(b) The main contractor*3 handling charge (and possibly commission  if 
he was an agent for the subcontractor) and an engineering fee for designing 
the whole plant that was based on its total cost; 

(c) Contingency allowance and allowance for possible price increases; 

(d) Financing charges; 

(©) The premium for export credit guarantee; 

(f) A margin if the guarantee does not give full covert 

(g) An allowance for claims if penalties for late delivery or perfor- 
mance were expected} 

(h) The local agent»s commission. 

The need for an intensive personnel training programme was stressed in 

projscts which were developed by groups without previous experience in the 

pulp and paper industry.    Some experts stated that whereas training had been 
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carried  out  mostly   in European  and Nurth  American mills,   it  wan   preferable 

f ' i'   it   t>   ta-'.e  pl't'''--   in  . ¡eunt ri •:.-,  where  the  envi r eirriênt,  and    :>iiliti>ns  were 

ai;   e ¡tri i '. il-  a.;   rieeine'e   te   tlijne  prevailing  in  the  heme  eountry. 

uyu temati, e  repair and maintenance in the pulp and paper 
industri es of developing countries 

The Group  generally accepted the view that   it was desirable to adopt  a 

systematic approach  to  repair and maintenance in developing countries.     It 

was agreed that the work load should be identified,   evaluated,  planned and 

executud at  scheduled times.   Many participants emphasized the need for techni- 

cal  training for both the maintenance and the operating staff.    The view was 

expressed that  some of the operating staff should possess mechanical and 

electrical skills.     It was suggested that mills should operate permanent 

training programmes to improve the mechanical and electrical maintenance capa- 

bility of the staff. 

Several experts stressed the need for simple design of equipment because 

of limited foreign exchange for the import .of spare parts.    Moreover, there 

was a lack of the necessary technically skilled personnel to maintain highly 

complicated machinery. 

It was suggested that planned maintenance should not be taken to extreme 

limits by dismantling items which were working satisfactorily and for which 

there was no reason to suppose any particular repair was necessary, hut that 

as far as possible faults should be diagnosed by sound, vibration, tempera- 

ture and leakage.    It was stressed that the status of the maintenance staff 

should be upheld in various ways,  including financial incentives. 

Different views were expressed about the arrangements for planned long 

shut-down periods. Moat participants preferred to shut down one department 

at a time to keep the mill in operation as long as possible» 

Improving the efficiency of pulp- and paper-mills 
in developing countries 

ifMciency should be fostered during the initial planning stage, in which 

the concept of the mill was crystallized regarding the site, process, product 

and capacity.    The importance of neutral,  competent consultants was stressed. 



The training of personnel, both before ;;l u't-up and >• :t e >n t. i MM i t\s \<i.-.\.--, 

was considered a vital factor in efficiency.  Tho advantage;; uni >1 i.;ad van!-o' ;• 

of different typ^ of training pro grammo a were d i ¡-nosed. 

Training in modern mil"! s in industri al 1 ,:ed -.Mint ri os was ori t. i .•,, ,.4j • ,,•.. 

cause conditions wore too different from Lh >oo ¡ n de •/< \.<v\ ng ouo l.i'i es, and 

sometimes because of language problems.  Trainees eould return iu: Irti nod md 

dissatisfied.  Such modern mills often manufacture a narrow rango >f pacers 

whereas a mill in a developing country was usual l,y compelled to make many dif- 

ferent papers. 

Much was to be said for training in a mill pulping a similar raw material, 

especially when the raw material was a non-wood. Often this could moan train- 

ing in a mill in another developing country, where circumstances could be 

similar; it could make a wide range of papers, or its mechanics could be 

accustomed to making spare parts locally instead of purchasing them, A common 

language was an advantage. If the mill was an efficient one, training could 

prove effective. 

On-site training could be effective when the expatriates could speak the 

local language and respected the different culture and experience of tho staff 

they were training. The expatriates must work together as a team. The partic- 

ipation in the whole project of an experienced paper-making group may be 

soughtî it would be in its interest to send an efficient tear for the start 

up and commissioning of the plant. 

The cost of training before the start up of the mill was considerable 

and should be included in the budget. A delay in reaching satisfactory oper- 

ation, which could result from inadequate training, wan likely to be more 

costly« 

When the mill was in operation, improved efficiency was most likely to 

bo brought about by a change in the performance of the personnel. Training 

should, therefore, bo continuous» The aptitude and performance of workers 

should be assessed at intervals! they could be assigned new tasks for which 

they were better suited, but for which retraining was likely to be requirel. 

Continuous training also helped to sustain interest and invoked a nenne 

of "production mindedness". The willingness to learn could be increanod if 



iì\'   train').ic, participated   in deciding what training was noedod and in formu- 

lating   ')•<• "oun;o.     Such  on-the-job training  involved minimum   interference 

wi th   ••r • iuct i v! t,y. 

Training was   likely to  require a training director and a staff of special- 

ists.     Management  should  encourage  training programmes,   preferably by partici- 

pating in  them.     Management  consul tant« could assess the performance of the 

mill's management at  suitable i'tervals;    they could recommend  intensive 

training  in management at,  a university or,   if the demand was  sufficient, 

arrange a course  locally. 

Skilled artisans such as mechanics and electricians often outnumbered 

operating personnel   in a modern mill.    Their training required the fullest 

attention  in developing countries  because their skills were usually in short 

supply,     A form of apprenticeship was advised. 

Effective management of production required knowledge and experience in 

industrial technology  m addition to the expected knowledge of management 

techniques and ability to work effectively with others.    The duty of manage- 

ment was  to ensure hi --;  efficiency in terms of maximum profitability. 

Management must ensure that a fair wage structure was determined on the 

basis of job evaluation. Any feeling of unfairness among the employees was 

liable to cause discontent and to reduce efficiency. Duties should be clearly 

defin.-d to avoid confusion in operation. Wherever there was no tradition of 

factory work, absenteeism could become a major problem at harvest time or 

festival time. Management could possibly minimize absenteeism by scheduling 

the annual   shut down during the harvest or festival period. 

Management was advised to keep a continuous watch on costs.    A method 

which had  been found  effective was to require costings of production weekly 

rather than monthly.    The manager was then iblt to pinpoint adverse trends 

and correct them promptly.    Weekly reports were more effective than daily 

reports of consumption and production,  which tended to be disregarded.    Cost- 

ings,  whether weekly or monthly,   should be promptly prepared.    A daily paper- 

mill   "broke'* report was advised.     Management  should discuss all costings and 

production reports directly with  those responsible for production, maintenance 

and testing.    Productivity wac  improved in two developing countries by means 

of  incentivi   schemes. 



In a paper-mill,   efficiency   is sometimes   rv tVrnvi   t>   i.-   >.,••    :, 

of the actual   time  the paper machine onerate;;   t.)   »h     . ,...;,       ,,.,.-. 

Increasing the ratio   is one main way of   i nerou;- i r:í*   U;.   im !'i! ,;-      < 

paper-mill  because of the   importance of costs   related   » ,   ; ir:, 

costs  related to output.     It was confide mi   that   cu.-h off; •;.*> 

low  in developing countries.     Particular emphatic  was t ; ,,-ed 

maintenance. 

wa-* 

Efficiency co defined could be assisted materially by a o-tisib.;- arranged 

production programme,  whereby different grades  are made   in a y.-.nu-n ••• which 

involves  the  least washing up or djwn time.     A   jyei     -JJ, d   . i.*t   tw-   w- . ki-  t 

one month,  depending on the number   ,f grad s  iiA   cpa^it it i*v.    A  -.r ,, . r   . 

equipped planning department must  DI   C-í  I¡   < ,   r   •< j vt   a      M.<     rd>i.<   fr-JPl 

the sales department,  co-ordinate tier, intj  rm.;-,   | 'an He-> pr>du-t;   »,   i.h. 

and advise customers when  they could expect delivery. 

Similarly,   improvements  in efficiency are   likely if ouPtonwra would accept 

a limited number of siaes,   tints and finishes to allow a rationalisation >>f pro- 

duction!  en the other hand, the advantage that  a   local  mill possesses  fur supply- 

ing special sizes,  substances and products  -ould be used to attract  customers. 

The sales staff should be organized well  before the start  up  so   that 

contacts could be established with potential  customers to diorusu grades of 

paper and to mention a preliminary price structure.    The nego ti at ions must he 

completed and production planned well in advance of start-up because a cus- 

tomer currently depending on imports would need  to  taper' off import ordirò up 

to  six months in advance.    The mill could have a difficult s Lari,   if potential 

customers were committed  to   imported supplies, for  the first three or four 

months.     Conversely,  the customers would be dissatisfied if start-up wan  lato 

and they ran out of inported supplies. 

It was often not possible to dispose of surplus production by a new »ill 

in a developing country except perhaps where special trading agreements 

applied, but a measure of efficiency was thought  to  be the way  in   „hich  the 

Mill progressed'from first producing papers of only adequate- (piali:,./  to  re- 

place  imports,   to producing papers of competitive  quality,  and,   finally,  to 

producing papsrs sufficiently competitive for them to be exported. 
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Th'   qua   ; t-y of th<-   i->r-al   product  could bo difforont   from  and ponsibiy 

inferior  t)   the  impjrtr-d   produ.-t.     A  uniformity of quality wan  usually moro 

important  thtn  th---   ¡-vol    ¡f  quality.     Ti  wan   important  to   roannur- customers 

that    th.-  laiMty wmîd  hn  adorato  for  their purp o no s  and uniform within  the 

uoual    : imi tn. 

It  would Tr>bably be difficult for  the price of paper from a mill   in  a 

developing country to be   :.->wer than the price of imported paper (unless a 

high  tariff wan  imponed),   but  it should be  emphasized to  the customer that 

the   local mill  could offer the advantages  of reduced customer inventory, 

prompt delivery,  and better credit  terras.    An efficient and conscientious 

ataff that were highly trained or experienced before start-up would be an 
asaet» 

It had been found advantageous to maintain a 24-hour quality testing 

programme and to have a dai"1/ menting between production supervisors and the 

head of quality control.     Qualities such as cockle, which were not expressed 

in numbers, were better assessed by reference to a range of samples  illustra- 

ting qualities fro« bad to good than by purely subjective evaluation. 

Rejects for quality reasons must bo made immediately.    A uniform quality 

and minimum rejection were attained by good production control.    The full 

range of monitor instrumentation could be impractical in developing countries. 

The «oat valuable itene w«ret    consistency regulation,  flow measurement,  sub- 

stance and moisture control. 

Often »ills in developing countries wasted coatly chemicals.    Actual 

consumption must be compared with the proper requirements that could be estab- 

lished by ascertaining the consumption in »ills known to be running efficiently. 

The continuing training of operators and the development of management, 

including training or visits abroad, were essential to perpetuate enthusiasm 

and for rapid response to changing trends.    lew developments in technology 

applied judiciously could increase efficiency markedly for a relatively small 

outlay»     Improved belting,  wire cloths, felts «id vacuua-box tops were cited 
as  examples. 

Assuming a paper-mill was properly operated and maintained, its effi- 

ciency could be most effectively increased by pushing up the paper-machine 

cpood.  by overcoming bottle-necks and making modifications or additions.     If 



drying was  the  b- tt ' e-ncek,    improvements   ir, d.'-watering •>{   tie     -ou.-h   -:»  i 

presses  could subs tant i al l,y   reduce  the  Joad  on   tie.- dryers,     ¡rnerw.-d    •.•re- 

lation and high-velocity hocchi could be consider, d before  inurba;;in,':   th.- 

number of drying cylinders.     Cylinders and  framing o\' a si.:e  nui tatv   for 

paper machines   in developing countries wore sometimes aval labi«- from   redun- 

dant paper machines   in   industrialized countries. 

Improvements or modernization should  be carefully costed   in the  planning 

stage to  ensure a proper return on the investment  involved.    Modernisation 

of  existing mills could be as valid a way to  increase a country»s total  paper 

output as the erection  of now mills, yet   it was much more difficult to fi- 

nance.     It was urged that Governments and bankers should  look more sympa- 

thetically on such projects. 

Most successful operators paid considerable attention to   the future in 

order to keep abreast  of progress  in technology,   not only in production but 

in end-uses.    Modification or replacement of equipment to achieve thin would 

cost annually about 3-5 per cent of the capital  value of the plant. 

Research and development  effort was  required to solve problems peculiar 

to the local situation,  such as the finding of better fibrous raw material, 

the improvement of quality and the reduction of costs.    Such research should 

be done in the particular country and deserved support. 

Mixed tropical hardwoods 

Mixed tropical hardwood was recognized as a potential raw material for 

developing countries. A survey conducted by one participant indicated that 

Bills were operating in Brazil, Colombia, India, Japan and the Philippines. 

With the exception of Colombia, all the mills appeared to be using mixed 

tropical hardwood pulp in comparatively small proportions to the total fur- 

nish, and often,  as a last resort. 

It was the general opinion that Colombia had made headway in the use of 

mixed tropical hardwoods on a commercial scale for the manufacture of kraft 

paper for multiwall bags,   linerboard,   corrugating medium and bleached  grade 

packaging papera.    Por most  of those products,  the pulp was mixed with con- 

siderable quantities of imported softwood  pulp. 



Ti!-' iïûin  r-r>b>m  e.>nn<-'cted with   ir,.pica'   hardwoods  is   th>> multiplicity 

•>ï  cp>:ei<-c.     A wi'l'.'  rang'   of  cpoci-r.   c-u:l  b-  UC-:Hì,   --xcort  f <v  th ISP  that were 

difficult   ta  |)u;p  fi.',   very hard we» de,   wo>ic  whi-h were difficult  to debark 

ir-  cucc"pti ble  to   ina-  : í.   atta -k,   d-cayd w^i,   and  wo->d containing much  silica, 

<:•) ouririg matter,   tamii1;,   resin,    't~'.). 

A transport  system  was dicoucc-d  fer ojuveying  the wood from  the forest 

in   the abaonoe of adequate   road  tranupo>n   0,7   tractors, traetjrs  with 

winchf-n,   stationary winch>>c and winchec wifh  -urial  cables.     In  Colombia, 

winches with aerici  cablee  were un od   for "xtracting the wood from  the valleyo 

and  placing the   logo  by the side of road:*  running along the hill  tops.    The 

average transportât ion cost was  $3-16 per  ton of green wood from the forest 

tu  the millo,  the average, distane.:   being about   140 km«    The cost   of  the wood, 

including transport,   ranged from $8-$15«    For harvesting of trees,   both chain 

cawo and  axes were used.     In Colombia,   the workmen favoured the use of axes. 

The: output using axes was nearly double the output when chain saws were used« 

In Colombia the f o reut operation averaged about 20 working days per month« 

Th"   mtput  per man wac  equivalent to  1,2 tons of round wood per work day.    In 

Colombia,  6 of the more than 100 locally available species accounted for 

>•'• pT cent of th" volume«    The predominant species was the most difficult to 

cut.    The  tendency was  for workmen to  leave  it, and the wood was,   therefore, 

not   extracted for the industry. 

Some of the problems connected with wood storage were discussed.    As the 

wood was  subject  to fungal and  insect  attack,   the need for the development of 

a low-cost  fungicide and  insecticide was  indicated.    The wood was  stored in a. 

yard for about 40 to 43 days in Colombia,    The stacking of mixed  tropical 

hardwoods was a problem due to  its crooked shapea and uneven diabete». 

Debarking of tropical hardwood was diffiuclt because of its  crooked 

shapes,     Hand peeling appeared to bo the practice in most of the »ilio.     In 

Colombia,  debarking was carried out  in the forest»  and no decay probi« was 

experienced due to bark removal. 

The   life of a chipper knife was  short,   in view of the high wood density 

and silica.    The Colombian export stated that  chipper knives of the laminated 

type were most suitable.     One  set of  laminated knives chipped 120-140 tons of 

wood before grinding was nee e scary as compared to  20-40 tons when using a 

regular set of solid knives. 



The Group discussed the merits  of horizontal- and   vert ¡ca;-;V> d   typr   >f 

shippers.    The rail!   In Colombia preferred a horizon ta ¡    t.yp<> of riii¡i¡vr,   win ;.- 

an Indian mill  did not favour the  horizontal type of  chipper.     No cone lus ¡..MI 

was reached as  to the most  suitable  type of chipper. 

The question of moisture  in  respect  of chipping was discussed.     Tt was 

felt that moist wood was to   be preferred for chipping.     Poor chipping wan 

experienced due to the uneven diameter of the wood«     Logs of   largo diameter 

were split and  fed into the chipper. 

Much of the silica in the dirt  on the wood could  be removed by oh i o wash- 

ing«    Silica was,  however,   a constituent   in oomo of the  species of wood and, 

coneecpaently,   the  lifetimes of the chipper knives were  short.     In Colombia, 

the evaporator tubes had only a thin crust of silica deposits after civ months 

of operation. 

In order to obtain a uniform mixture in the digester,   the blending of 

species was recommended.    The adverse effects that would result with regard 

to quality, on account of the non—uniformity of species, was emphatic-mi.     In 

the Philippines,  the logs were segregated into  throe  colour rangea}    the 

darkest were meed for liner board»   the medium-coloured for bleaching, and the 

light-coloured for ground wood.    The segregation and blending in predetermined 

proportions was considered impracticable in Colombia.     The uniformity uf the 

mixture was improved in the Colombian mill by stirring  the chip pile with   Ute 

use of a bulldozer. 

The experience in lew Zealand of cooking hardwoods and softwoods together 

waa mentioned» The »ixing of hardwoods and softwoods would depend on the type 

of »ill ma the type of equipment  used. 

Cons llura ble interest was ¿ir-wn  in  th-   uc    -f mix-d  tropical hardw > »ds   f >r 

the manufacture of sack ¿raft»     In Colombi i,   '0 p"i-   -«Tit mixed tropica,   hard- 

wood and 20 per cent   long fib.-   w;.ts  used   ir   tic    "ibr.u:;   furnich for sa ;k kr-aft. 

A Clupak unit was used in the protese. 

The coot  of producing pulp fro» mixed tropical  hardwoods in Colombia was 

between tl20-Sl40 per ton compared with tl80-|2OO for  imported pulp,  including 

duties and transport. 



The   'ïrmp   ohared   the   _> ¡ i J-, : ; n   that,    m   a   !   n^-tetTi!  baui.;,   the   supply  of 

:í;1.¡,-Wí)Ü   wii.fi   :'?-)od  oap' T-fTi'ik i r.¿ i r >pe rl i -r¿   w-.aM   b-    i'nwn    m  n. m tat i om;. 

Tn-   îi-)u:    ii.; 'u.'.;.,l   the   very   hew annua!   growth  rati; of o.b  m '  p-r  tn'^iaru  by 

.,-j.: ,t-a.   ,'r;/U,   u;  a^iinct   ]0 m' per hectare   for  tr<-e;;   m  ¡maritati iriu,     The 

t ,ri j ..tl ,_/,    t:e-r<ef Ji-e,   Would   bo   towards   rep inni in>* of rnot   .-ni tab i o   paper- 

TiaKiri,: opeei-e,;  after  th.-   arcan  were  "olear  out".     The growth   yo > of  ;;ome 

of  tir; cTiooiou planted   in Colombia was as  follows:     eucalyptus 5 yearo ; 

eypross  3-12 years;    and pine   15 years.    The  reforestation of tropical   nard- 

woodc required about  20 to  25 years.     It was  stated that there could be dif- 

ficulties  in reforestation programmes on account of soil erosion. 

The manufacture of dissolving pulp from 
exotic raw materials 

In the discussion of exotic raw materials for dissolving pulp,  eucalyptus, 

rubberwood and mangrove wood were considered and also indigenous non-wood 

materials such as bamboo,  reed and bagasse. 

It was generally possible to make dissolving pulps from bagasse, bamboo 

and reeds, which was technically satisfactory for viscose staple fibre, but 

the pulps would not be competitive economically or technically with wood-pulp. 

So far it had proved difficult, if not impossible, to attain the necessary 

quality for high-tenacity tire-cord filament viscose from non-woods.    It was 

also very difficult to produce acetate grade pulp.    Recent semi-industrial 

acale attempts at making acetate pulp from bagasse failed,   although a pilot 

plant built in the 1930s had attained the objective.    It should be emphasized 

that it would be possible and perhaps necessary to improve the properties of 

viscose obtained from non-woods by blending it with better viscose produced 

from wood dissolving pulp.    Commercially successful plants in Brazil and 

Portugal export high-grade dissolving pulp made from plantation-grown exotic 

eucalyptus« 

It was emphasized that conclusive results cannot be obtained from labo- 

ratory testing of cellulosic materials for dissolving pulp, although it could 

give preliminary data.    Smal^-scale pilot plants, which simulated all the 

stages of industrial preparation and treatment, had proved more or less satis- 

factory.    A pilot plant at Bandung,  Indonesia, was generally available for 

such work.    Its facilities  included viscose spinning. 
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The following grades of dissolving pulp were mentioned: 

Viscose grade.    Alpha-cellulose  above 88 pm' cent,   ar.h   loss  than 
O.I5 per cent,  brightness above 85 por cent.     A considerable percent- 
age of hemicelluloses was permissible because/  they were   largely re- 
moved during the mercerization process   in the viscoso faetory; 

Acetate grade.    Alpha-cellulose usually above 97 per cent,   hemi- 
celluloses,   ash and silica should be much  less  than could be tolerated 
in viscose pulpj 

Nitrate grade.    Similar to acetate pulp  except that   for explosive manu- 
facture (but not for films or lacquers) more ash could be  tolerated; 

Ether grade.    Similar to acetate pulp,  except for the specific cane of 
sodium carboxymethyl cellulose used in the form of aqueous solutions 
when ash and hemicelluloses could be  less important. 

The use of agricultural residues that are rich  in ash and hemcelluluoes 

for dissolving pulp is limited to rayon,  explosives and sodium carboxyiaothyl 

cellulose. 

Just as the density of woods affects the ease with which they are pene- 

trated by cooking chemicals, BO the raicroBtructure of fibres and cells in 

pulps affects diffusion of reagents prior to solution of the cellulose,    For 

example, during xanthation of alkali cellulose, if the pulp is insufficiently 

homogeneou», the most reactive cell types would consume «ore carbon disulphlcle 

and be over-xanthated, and the least reactive would be insufficiently xanthatod 

to go into solution properly.    The uniformity of cell type in the raw material, 

therefore,  is important.    Thus softwood pulps, which are composed almost en- 

tirely of tracheids, are more desirable than hardwoods,which contain more 

different typeB of cells.    Before wood is pulped,  leaves and bark are removed 

from the stem, but leaves,  epidermis and bark when present with non-woods 

are usually more difficult or impossible to separate from the stem.   The 

leaves, epidermis» bark, nodes,  internodes and pith of non-woods givo a much 

more heterogeneous anatomy than hardwoods, making them less suitable for dis- 

solving pulp, particularly by impairing the filterability of the viscose. 

Iron, manganese, calcium and silicon compounds are especially undesir- 

able in dissolving pulp.    Silica, which comprises sometimes half of the ash 

of non-woods,  is present in different forms in different raw materials.    An 

example was cited of pulps made by the same process - sulphite with alkaline 

refining - from reeds with a high silica content and from wheat straw and 

bagasse (both containing less silica).    The silica content could be suffi- 

ciently reduced only in the pulp made  from reeds. 
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After testing bagasse,   rice,   flax and wheat straw,   cotton and maize 

stalks,  palm   loaves,   roods,  and Arando donax,  one export  concluded that 

A rundo don ax was  one of tio   f-w n »n-wjods that gave suitable  viscoso pulps  by 

tr.th   the  bisulphite and   ti f> prehydro ]ys\ ..• krafl methods.     One method of re- 

moving ash during processing  is mechanical  separation by screening much of 

the silica rich  epidermis as  fines  because they are  loosened from the  surface 

of  to"  ;.<t,raw  during preh.yii v> lysis.     The   r-odu-t. i on  of  ash   in  mangrove 

wood-pulp by separation of the ash-rich fines content of  the pulp  is similar. 

The partition of silica between   liquor and pulp during cooking is deter- 

mined by the rapidity with which dissolved silica  is rcdepositod on the 

fibres while  lignin io utili  being uolubiliüed.    Thus a rapid cook of a few 

minutes was found to give pulp containing the least  silica.     It  was possible to 

produce (albeit   in  lower yields  compared with woods)  suitable  viscose pulps 

from the most  inferior non-wood materials by a rapid-cook  intonisi ve alkaline 

refining.    But   it would not necessarily be an economic production in practice» 

The warning was given that non-wood pulps are sensitive to drying.    A 

skin could be formed which hinders chemical reaction» 

It was reported that sugar-cane balsee could be »ade into suitable vis- 

cose pulp by the prehydrolysis kraft process, thou#i not by the bisulphite 

procese.    The need for depithing bagasse was discussed and it was concluded 

•that with clean hand-out cane  it might suffice to  remove only the loose pith 

colla, which were contaminated with dirt and dust  in a depithing stage, With à 

loos of about S per cent of the bagasse.    Screening the bagasse after p re- 

hydro lysis to remove an additional b per cent of the pith cells was sufficient 

to reduce ash content, and further depithing did not improve pulp quality. 

Mechanical harvesting, however,  introduced much more conta« i nati on, and full 

depithing was then required. 

Furfural might be obtained from the hydrolysie liquor.    But the hydrolysis 

of the bagasse itself to yield much furfural would degrade the bagasse too far 

for further pulping. 

Prehydrolysis kraft pulp could be obtained fro» bagasse in a yield of 

about 31-36 per cent, with 96-98 per cent alpha-cellulose,  1.3-3 per cent 

hewLcellulose and less than 0. 1  per cent ash.    Bagasse cowld be used for 

viscose pulp and for cellulose nitrates of fair stability. 
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A considerable amount of work on dissolving pulp  from bagasse was  carried 

out   recently in Cuba,   and 200 tons of pulp has  been  produced there.    Pulp wan 

made also   in Romania and  Italy from Cuban bagasse.     The work was aimed at 

producing acetate pulp,  but this objective was not  real. L zed;    satisfactory 

rayon pulp was,  however,  produced.     Investigations  were carried out on  the 

effect  of age and the variety of cane,  tho nature  of   the soil,  cultivation 

methods and the mechanization of harvesting.     It  was  found that good dopi thing 

was  essential to obtain maximum uniformity.    Bagasse was not founa to be a 

competitive raw material for dissolving pulp compared with wood,  but   in con- 

sidering the economics of using bagasse, account must be taken of local   con- 

ditions and other technological developments in a country. 

Cotton stalks were not found to be a good raw material.    They are very 

heterogeneous, with a bark content of 20 per cent and contain pith.    Mechanical 

baric separation is unlikely to be complete, and residual bark is not pulped 

properly with the bisulphite process,    Prehydrolysis sulphate pulping dis- 

integrates the bark and dissolves Buch of its coloured matter.    Ratural  cotton 

stalk» might be pulped if it were possible to bleach the pulp satisfactorily. 

Pal« leaves only gave acceptable pulp if the  leaflets were stripped off 

so that only the aid-ribs were pulped. 

Maize cobs with about 1.2 per cent of ash contain less ash than most of 

ths other non-woods discussed.    With prehydro lysis kraft pulping and mild 

treatment, they produced acceptable pulp with good filterability.    However» 

many difficulties were encountered as a result of the poor washing character- 

istics of the pulp, which is powdery rather than fibrous. 

Straws contain leaves rich in silica»    It would not be economical to 

separate the leaves, but the silica concentrated in the epidermis could bo 

markedly reduced by screening after prehydrolysis.    fhe partition of silica 

between liquor and pulp could be adjusted in cooking.    Attempts were »ade to 

produce dissolving pulp fro« wheat straw on a commercial scale in Germany 

during ih« Second Ito rid Har, 

Bamboo is co«Bercially pulped for rayon manufacture in India by the pre- 

hydro lysis kraft process.   The yield of pulp is about 28 per cent.    Dissolving 

pulp was produced commercially fro» reeds by the prehydrolysis kraft proceas 

in fomania with alpha-cellulose content 92-93 per cent, pentosan 2.^-3 per oont, 
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ach 0.2-0.3  per cent and viscosity   15-20 centipoise.     The decisive factors   in 

changing to  becchwood as  the raw material were difficulties   in the harvesting 

and handling of the roods. 

A mil i   f a- making rayon pu":F>  from A rundo donax was   established  in Italy. 

The pulp was  satisfactory.     Difficulties  in the culture of A rundo donax are, 

however,   b.'.-lieved to have caused  the mill  to switch  to  beechwood. 

Mangrove wood has been pulped since 1965 by the  sulphite process   in 

Japanese mills.    Preliminary experiments were made on 20  samples from Malaysia, 

the Philippines,  Sabah, Sarawak and Sumatra.    It was found that the genus 

Rhizophoraceae including the genera Brujiera, Rhizophora and Ceriops were 

suitable for dissolving pulp, but several oxher genera were not. 

It was stated that Japan imported 12,000 tons of mangrove wood monthly, 

mainly from Sarawak.    The wood should be pulped as soon after felling as pos- 

sible - within two or three months - to avoid deterioration by fungi.    The 

mangrove wood-pulp is prepared separately fro« the mixed Japanese hardwood 

pulp with which it is blended. 

The specific gravity of the varieties of mangrove wood used is between 

0,63 and 0.91   these varieties are not well suited to paper-pulp.    Despite 

its high density, mangrove cooks easily, and, in many ways, behaves better 

during pulping than Japanese mixed hardwoods. 

The ash content of mangrove wood is higher than the ash content of most 

Japanese hardwoods with crystals of calcium oxalate in the ray cells, but 

only 2 per cent of the ash is   Si02 and 3 per cent of it  io P«2°3 ani A12°3* 

The yields of pulp from mangrove wood and fro» Japanese hardwoods are 

comparable.    Mangrove wood-pulp has a relatively high alpha cellulose content. 

The only inferior property of mangrove pulp iß compressibility, which limits 

the quantity of mangrove pulp to 50 per cent in the blend with mixed Japanese 

hardwood pulp. 

Rubberwood, which is also used in large guant^ties in Japan for dissolving 

pulp, is not imported as chips,    The latex content of the chips, which are used 

for paper-making, was found unacceptably high because liquid latex had contam- 

inated the wood during the debarking of the freshly felled trees.    Por dissolv- 

ing pulp manufacture,the logs are cut after the latex hardens and the debarked 



logs are  shipped to the mill.     The washing   >f t-11• - c.bark.-ì 

barker  further  rem>ves   iat'X.     The weed  luuh-r   Mr:   tapiMc- : 

Latex was  nut  found  in   the  wood   rays.     Rubb. i*:d,      ik     'ni 

by  the  sulphite   process.     Latex,   whi:i:  ••  a-;u. at .••>;    luring  : 

as   far  as  possible by ¿crooning. 

•[•:•••!   i.' Up   tu  0.2 per cent  of   .at ox  in   Mie disco.vue-  pa.p   was   ; 

érable,   but a higher quant i ty  impaired tn<   quality   >,"   th-    pu..-.     I'v      .;.x 

content   limits  tho proportion  of  ruljberwood   in  ; onde  with Japan.r--   o.i'-.lwe.' to 

t,o  20 per cent.    As ruuberwood and Japanese hardwoods ar>' an on   . tua   :y -\<-r..-- 

the  pulp   produced from  cooking   thorn  together has   .Mmi : ar  prer" i'tMs   i • eu ! e 

made from Japanese hardwoods:-,   alone. 

Blue  staining of ruuberwood .-ou id present a  croc. :-m.     N  p \'v,u noe- 

stained wood showed a restively high permanganate  numb>T,   .-.w i.r.ghM,. oo. .v, e 

nigh  extractive   content  and.  needed mure ehemieuis  i\ r refining.     >'"*t-      '. ,   -    • 

staining,   if controlled  by  pulping tue wood as c-uo/i after i'-l-ng   is i ..-.MO 

Iocs not  appear a major problem  if  th" pi-ipurtion vF  ruhberw.ed p.ec  ;.• .is 

low atî ?0 per cent, 

The utilization of waste paper  in the- paper   industri <-f. 
of developing scantrici-- 

Tho Group agreed that   the  incorporation  >f sum.- pi-op-o-ly s«1- <•(,».! arid 

prepared waste paper into   the  furnish of many papers could s i gmI'cant y 

reduce the production coats  of a pap^r-mii •,   both when   th'   r'-mainici   >C 

the furnish was mainly  locally made and when  it war,   import- -d pu ¡p.     ¡I  wan 

shown that waste paper oouid be collected economically   in d"J<o-.pMig •• .un- 

tries,  and suggestions were given for -adapting collection pen ; ed ureo  i,.,   io en- 

conditions. 

In industrialized countries»  20-40 per cent of tho total  paper and 

ijomrâ consumption is recycled as waste paper for r>-usp.    ai though th* 

United Arah Republic achieved such levels,  it would generally take time 

to reach those levels in a developing country.    Tho quantity uvailabi- 

is often reduced because some paper,  such ae ovor-iuuuo newspaper« or 

used multiwall sacks,  is re-used for packaging paper without being re- 

pulped.    Boards and corrugating medium are usually tho papers which contain 
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most   ropulpod waste,   but   examples  wore shown of duplicating papers made com- 

pletely from  de-inked war>te. 

Waste  paper  is often   imported  from industrialized countries  for blending 

with   local,   short-fibred  pulps such  as those from straw or bagasse,   in order 

to modify the characteristics of   the paper and  improve runnability on the 

paper machine in rather the same way as imported wood-pulps are used,   but at 

lower cost.     The costs of imported bleached or unbleached waste papers  is 

about  $100 per ton less  than the cost of bleached or unb  eaohed wood-pulps, 

though the difference is reduced by the extra cost of processing waste paper 

and the lower value of the pulp. 

The collection of waste paper in bulk from large converting factories, 

printing works,  envelope manufacturers and department stores  is not compli- 

cated.    It was recommended that collections be made daily»  otherwise the firms 

might destroy the paper to prevent congestion and to reduce fire hazards. 

Such collections could be made by a paper-mill*s own waste-paper unit. 

Converting firms could have small, portable baling presses.    In countries 

with small £er capita consumption,   converters could be the only practical 

source of waste paper.    In the collection of small quantities from households, 

educational institutions and government offices, a middleman has to be employed 

to collect and supply the waste paper to a collecting centre for baling. 

In an industrialized country, high labour rates could make sorting of 

waste paper unfeasible except at the point of generation.    The dealer must be 

something of a diplomat BO as to  impose the requirements of the paper «ills 

on the factories where the waste paper is generated.    In developing countries, 

efficient sorting was often possible with lower wage rates.    For the sue 

reason, waste paper could be processed with less sophisticated and cheaper 

equipment.     Dry cleaning of the waste could remove the heavy impurities and 

dust.    The waste could be kollerg^nged to break glass.    It was urged that 

designers of waste-paper treatment plants should take account of the large 

amount of foreign material in waste collected in poorer countries, which 

could quickly damage machinery. 

Useful  suggestions for stimulating waste-paper collection included: 

(a)  Offering schools a discount on new exercise books if used ones 
were returned ; 
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(b) Offering small   printers sacks made from oíd machine  folto for col- 
lecting their waste and  trimmings; 

(c) Circulation of   leaflets urging salvage of waste paper; 

(d) Collection of old tolphone directorieo when new ones were  issu"d; 

(e) Special arrangements for collecting waste confidential papere  from 
government,   which would otherwise be burned. 

The fear  lest the fibre  length would bo  luwered by the repeated  recir- 

culation of waste, which could occur if recovery were intensive,  was not 

thought to  be confirmed in practice because the fibrous material warf freshened 

by the loss  of finec during rcpulping.     Colour could deteriorate, howo--vr. 

The problem of poor colour could be helped by the importation of bright 

waste papers.    Another approach to  the problem» which alao arises when the 

bleached pulp is made  locally with lower brightness than  imported pulp,   in   to 

lower the  level of brightness in paper specifications»    The Indian Standard** 

Institution ia already working on revised paper specifications  that would be 

Bore appropriate for production conditions in India» 

Repulped over-issue newspaper is almost the only source of fibre in aomn 

newsprint mills in the United States of America.     It was  suggest ed that with 

such a furnish the coat of pulping equipment and the power consumption for 

pulping would be reduced for a newsprint mill.    The, cost would be smaller than 

the cost of a wood-pulping mill.     It  could bo a viable solution to the problem 

of newsprint supply in developing countries. 

Centralized waste-paper pulp-ail Is were discussed.    Drying was not viable, 

and the pulps were sold m wot  laps»     In the United States of America,   the 

centralized waste-paper mills ar» usually connected to paper companies because 

repulped waste is not always competitive with wood-pulp.    Indeed, one mill 

producing telephone-directory paper with a high proportion of repulped obtsoi-te 

director!em abandoned the practice because it was cheaper to make semi-bleached, 

s@mi-ehefl.ical pulp fro» wood.    Technically the repulped directories were 

satisfactory» 

In Ceylon, the collection cost of waste paper for incorporation   in white 

papers was reported to be about 19 per ton;    the cost of baling and transport 
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i)   the  I--U' r mil:    -ver more  than  100 mil^a was  $9;     tho coat  of sorting was 

•a. Mit   |: ' r  r ton.    Th"  total   o..3t  before  the waste paper W;IG  de-inked was, 

,   $v   p-T  ton.     About   1.25   tona of waste paper was  needed  to produce 

;f ;}...] nk. ed  roi 1 n  at   a o,;;t  of about   $43.     The  final   cost  of  the de-inked f, 

t >n  aft» r a     .wing for chemicals, -rvices,   depreciation 

f.    i    U.t 

ti'i 

r- r 

Hi 

tri' 

mt  eh 

»f ; 

f  1      t *io-d   iHr'iw pu'p  produced   in the mill  was  about  $225  por  ton 

•of     f  'Hp rt -d  bI-a died w^d-pulp was  about  $2r)0.     Savings of  foreign 

r  su   ' «i   fr-jf  r-iiu'in.* th-   proportion of   imported  wood-pulp  in  tho 

,':   n a:->ti     »•    tnird   -f th-   farri ich to  about  one quarter by the use 

<> Ì wast    t ai ' r. 

tii    î-,     -    * f...  f .-rn,< rl;/ using   mly   imported virgin pul].,  the dif- 

;       ,    j,   I-     ; ir-*ha:i'    .: mt of   /irgir-  and waste unbleached fibre was 

.    J*u,s*:*.t   in-; 40 per cent   jf the  virgin fibre with waste gave an 

-,    * -   .f   u ,il   f40 pí-r t. .n of paper,     The n> t   tdditiona1  profit  and 

f f  r> * -«.  ^ x dsutge was about $2? r<>r t >n   if  enper 'if tur deducting 

'    -i"  o  rting,       • tr-ing,   the  addi ti onal   s'-Tf prT.i mat "ri alt*, wi amorti- 

ti   tac uní-> I *.»   ti".       r t-n  if râper.     But  th" savings  vary greatly 

• th- T":     s r il-1,  f .r tV- waste,   th-'- per-entame  and type of waste 

:.,•   1,    »   '   ' t;»    • rai : m- n*.     Tt  was s agg< s t"d that,   an  a /priera!   ru!",  a saving 

f  * r  t .»i   .f  .  L. • r   MiiM  i.--- triticip'*t. d,   wnieh,   if acht-ved,   -ould 

•n. •   :",'  •'-.'    ;,r « '.'t.-".- >.t   in  a  1   w- • >st want*-- paper processing plant, 

• .-.       -     f .rf^--  •   : xv< r,    i'-ording to   arides,    lu-t.-cl   f:-r 'l-ylon exompli- 

f     : j...»' ;     •>       * >.*'.  -'f mix^d  ur-s-rt-d   : ap" m vas   ab"ut  one s'xth 

..•*     fîîu      whit"  •••rad'    irìmmit ::n,    Th"  range  ¡n  th" United States 

f    *".. î-'    t was ."'en  •*•-• ater.     Tn  Vyl >n,  b'-tt -r grairs wore st >red under 

•  •    r",     u»   'h-' uns->rt-^J  wast-- was atir-xl  in  th*1 op->n under a thatch of palm 

;.vr„"S, 

Th -     -    "etioji .jf 40  tons of waste paper por day within a city of 

Je  sona-" mil.-s was  f sind   to  requires a fleet  of five 2-ton tracks»    After 

rough  s-r'-ng at   the    ol;o-tion centre,   the papers were packed  into high- 

dons i tv sa >f about  2o   lb per cubic foot   density.    The staff included a 

stor-»keM>  r,   .i storeman,   a weighbridge op< rator,   a baler operator, 5 driver» 

and   lo unskilled workmen. 
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The  investment for a simple but  complete plant, including an asbent.on-c lad 

steel-frame building for repulping and cleaning 25-100 tons por day ->f waf.to 

paper would be $3,500-54,000 per daily ton of capacity.     In the plant,   a  fair 

degree of  ink and bitumen dispersion could be done  rather than do-inking.     Tt 

would  be an appropriate plant for a mill producing packaging papers and boards, 

though with carefully sorted unprinted white waste that  was brightened by 

simple bleaching,  white papers and boards could also be made.    The equipment 

for an effective,   low-cost plant was described in such a way that a mill  could 

design and install a plant with the minimum of assistance. 

Concerning partial replacement of imported virgin pulp with repulped 

waste»   it was pointed out that repulped waste was normally weaker than virgin 

pulp»  ami,  it could be necessary to compensate by the use» of beater or si so- 

press additives.    Their cost must be taken into account. 

While it was found possible in Ceylon to de-ink waste paper for inclusion 

in writing and printing papers by treating pulped sorted waste paper with de- 

inking cheffiieals and washing out the ink in washing hollanders followed by 

bleaching»  the mill installed a floatation de-inking process for treating 

25 tone per day of sorted waste paper»    The chemicals used in the process for 

(A) mixed waste papers containing both groundwood and chenical pulp and 

(B) papere »ade from eh««ioal pulp onl¿» were i 

A 
^ptrcontagi ,) 

I 
(percentage) 

Sodi«» silicate 4 
Sodivi« peroxide 2 

Caustic soda 3 2 

Soft soap 4 4 
Calcium chloride 1.1 1,1 

the »ixture of »odian peroxide with sodium silicate reduces the yellowing 

of groundwood in the presence of caustic soda.    Tinted papers are bleached 

with a zinc hydrosulphite.    A de-inking plant using stock that contain» coated 

and filled papers creates a serious effluent problem, however.    The effiuont 

was said to be a more serious pollutant than the effluent from a aulphite 

pulp-mill. 
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III.    CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusione are based on thn discussions of the Expert  Group: 

Bewsprint from bagasse 

It  should not  be assumed that newsprint  can be produced mainly from 

bagasse at a cost below that of imported newsprint.    The objective of invest- 

ment  in a bagasse newsprint Bill   is likely to  be limited to   import  substitu- 

tion rather than competition on the world market.    The production of newsprint 

(or any other paper)  should be pre-planned sufficiently in advance so that 

the mill  is able to pulp the most  suitable raw material and  is not compelled 

to pulp a material because it is the only one available. 

Before planning a paper industry» particularly a bagasse newsprint mill» 

the complete co-operation of the Government must be ensured because without 

it the project  is unlikely to succeed.     Only the Government  can give the  indus- 

try protection in the fors of tariffs or restrictions on the  import of news- 

print (uhich was sometimes dumped at low prices)  it would almost inevitably 

require to be viable. 

ás bagasse would be the prime source of fuel for power and steam in the 

sugar-mills» most of the bagasse diverted for newsprint production would have 

to be replaced by petroleum» natural gas or coal of equivalent thermal value» 

Hher bagasse has to be replaced by imported or costly fuel» partial depithing 

at the sugar-will should be considered because the separated pith can bo used 

in the sugar-mill boiler furnaces. 

Considerable quantities of fuel are also  required for process steam in 

the paper-mill;    large quantities of electric power are used in mechanical 

or ch ami-mechanical pulping and sometimes in the production of pulping 

chemicals.    Wie prices of fuel and power that are very important costs in 

production are often controlled by Government %    in the case of fuels, an 

excise duty is sometimes levied.    Further» the annual production of sugar,  on 

J which the supply of bagasse depends» is controlled at the intergovernmental 
I 
I level, 

f 
i 
1 
« 
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As  the viability of any plant depends considerably on an advantageous   loca- 

tion,   a »ito  for a háganse newsprint mill  should  be sought not  only where  there 

is an abundance of bagasse but  where there are  additional advantages such as 

proximity to  a supply of natural  gas or to a source of hydro ol en trio power. 

Light coloured woods,   particularly from conifers,  are the moat commonly 

accepted material  for newsprint.     They can be pulped by grinding,   usually 

without chemicals.    Past-growing pines somewhat  similar to those  that have 

been used for newsprint in the southern states of the United States of America 

probably can grow in regions that  grow sugar-cane.    These pine:-, and hardwoods 

(which are used for newsprint  in Argentina, Australia and the Philippines) 

reach economic size in a relatively short  time (usually 12 and 6 years,  res-     * 

pectively).     Saw-mill waste from suitable woods,   which is usually cheap, 

merits particular consideration as part of a newsprint mill's raw materials 

now that refiner groundwood production has beon developed. 

In considering newsprint  fro» bagasse,  it  should be remembered that the 

cost of attaining pulp of sufficient brightness depends on the colour of the 

bagasse at the time of processing.    With fresh bagasse coming directly from 

the sugar-mill presses (which is available throughout the year in a few coun- 

tries,  of which Peru is one),  an adequate brightness may bo attained without 

bleaching.     Tn most other countries,   it is usual to store the bagasse for use 

between the cane harvests.    The bagasse might deteriorato during storage and 

it might not be possible to obtain an adequate brightness without bleaching» 

A study of the effect of alternative storage methods on  the brightness 

of bagasse newsprint was suggeoted.    Some of the newsprint trials  in the early 

1960s,  which were mostly made on baled bagasse,  might have been more success- 

ful had attention been given  to the problem of bagasse storage.     The effect 

of burning off leaves should also be considered. 

Whim forecasting the production cost of newsprint from bagasse, the cost 

per ton of bagasse delivered to  the mill must be calculated.     Loose bagasse 

could be transported a short distance by conveyor,  while long-distance trans- 

port by lorry would probably require baling and would be more costly. 

Economy of size compelled competitive newsprint mills to be  large,    A 

newsprint mill  in a developing country must suffer a disadvantage if it is 

not also fairly large.    A mill  could,  however,   be designed to make other kinds 

of paper,  and there may be possibilities for regional  trading arrangements. 
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in donici ing with which  process  to  pulp  bagasse-  f>r newsprint.,  at.   important 

factor to   bear  in mind   is  tho  availability <>f   ¡ong-f ibr^d  pu! p   t> mix  with   th- 

bagar, so  pulp.     Wh'Ti  long-fibred pulp   is  available   locali;,',   it   may b^  •.• -onomi >"i ! 

to  uso a   largely mochan i cai   high-yield process  for  the  bagase  pule.     Tie»   low 

strength  and poor paper-machine performance of th>> pulp   produced could   be om- 

ponsated  for by using more chemical wood-pulp than  is usual   in newsprint. 

Conversely,  when  long-fibred pulp has  to be imported or  is  costly or difficult 

to obtain,  a chemi- (or semi-) mechanical  process may bo preferable if   it 

produces a bagasse pulp which  iE stronger and performs better on  the paper 

machine with less  long-fibred chemical pulp. 

When evaluating a bagasse pulp by means of a paper-machine trial  or whon 

using such a trial to obtain data for designing a future paper machino,   tho 

trial should be of sufficient duration at  least to  establish equilibrium  in 

the recirculated water system and to permit observation of tho effect of fines 

on the machine's performance. 

Claims for economic recovery of chemicals from semi-chemical p roc oases 

should be examined with considerable caution.    Recovery plants are usually 

costly and unremunerative when handling the relatively small quantitioo of 

generally dilute chemicals fro» seal-chemical pulping. 

The pulping of rubberwood 

The Group suggested that the fibrous furnish of papers mad.» from* ribber-- 

Mood should not  include more than about 2'j per cent of  rubberwood pulp -as  the 

problem of latex had not boor, completely solved,    »ten better raw material« 

for pulp are in short auppiy a proportion of rubberwood pulp  in the fumi ah 

may be considered, for it was reported as being a usable hardwood pulp apart 

fro» the problem with latex. 

Bo highly capitalized enterprise based on the use of rubberwood  exclu- 

sively should be undertaken without some irrevocable arrangement which would 

secure an adequate,  steady and continuous supply of rubberwood?   otherwise 

rubber producers, who obtain relatively little of their income from wood, 

could endanger the enterprise by irregular felling (irregular replant ing of 

their rubber trees) or by diversifying into production of other cropr..    Rubber- 

wood as  a source of pulpwood should be  exam'    4 cautiously  in countrt-c wh-re 

wage rates are  increasing rapidly because  its collection  is   labour  intern;./-. 
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'#[•• fi •• >nc i (1-T'I n^ ucing  rubberwood  for pulp,   the poce ib i i i t,y of chnmical 

• i< ou'k i n-: :'.hou!d  be   i nv ctigated.     Should   this  provo  feasibly   it   should 

:'du:'    th<    latf'X •• mt<-nt of  the wood (though  the   latex trapped   ¡n  the  wood 

und' r  tie    t,-ippiu,^ :;-ii!- would not   bo reduced).     Caution must   be  oxoroinod to 

pr'-v nt   ire   transfer of the debarking chemical*a toxicity to   the  finished 

pap'O'. 

The Group noted  the secrecy surrounding technical  developmento  in  rubber- 

wood pulping,particularly with reapect to  the  Iatox problem.       It hoped for a 

fr- 'r flow of information to developing countries which may require the use 

of rubberwood to augment their raw materials for pulp. 

Low-coat pulp- and paper—wills 

A plant which is low in coat because it  is inferior or incomplete must 

obviously be avoided.    Expert advice must be obtained to examine tendera. 

The objective  i s not  to choose the cheapest,  but to buy a competitively 

offered plant of good quality which will operate efficiently, but which is not 

«over-engineered»* {    in other wordn, one    that   has been specifically designed 

to tmit   the requirements of a developing country wh re simplicity is important 

and not .,nc designed  for an  industrialized country where complexity may bo 

required for competition on a highly sophisticated paper market. 

A.  pij'p-mill  should be  integrated with a paper-mill (a) because there 

would be considerable ftavingn   in  the cost  of drying and baling the pulp (and 

the accompanying logs in palp nfcrength);    and (b) because the services, 

facilitici; and overhead    costs could be shared with  little  extra expense. 

The savings help to make locally made pulp coapetitive with imported pulp. 

Som»nal protection from  tho Government  could bo helpful   in establishing 

a new pu"p and-paper   industry.    The protection could be in  the for» of tax 

exemptions on  imported machinery,   estate and  initial   incoraef    tax relief 

during early years,  and, as a transitional measure,  protection by weans of 

duties or restrict tona on  i-riporta. 

A pulp- or paper-mill  that uses  inferior raw materials is inefficient 

and becomea a high-cost  installation,    A successful rail! must be pre-planned 

years   in advance of  ita realisation so that  it can be supplied with the b«#i 

raw materials. 
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How   tic   "quipment may be bought and   i noti1. ", .ed at 

tent  with  efficiency chou,ci  bo considered.     The une asa   •   i 

und   loca,  manufacture  el  "ofuipment   of good design sh'u.d   ;.<    fe.-;   w\í,      ! i'   tic 

reuniting savings  ai'e  unn. :   in  relation  to   th-   t. it. a      '-c'e  atei   i i'   tin    e   ec 

of machinery   in  a key one,   it  may   be wiser te   buy  a new  ecu,)..     The  k.•;,•   te 

succiics with  reconditioned,   second-hand  equipment   in   ->ftc-n   tie   aci.it;-   o"   ih- 

mechanics and operatore and  their desire  to make  it  work proper! 7. 

e 11   , The standardisation of  equipment should be practica:   as much a;-  e-oi 

otherwise an unduly  large amount  of capital would be devoted  to  the spare- 

part  inventory.     Interchangeable press and dryer felts,   • WT ->n boar in,-s, 

instruments,  motors,   belts  and pumps are   items   that  can  be  s landindited. 

The costs of construction are  likely to  be increased  if the site  is not 

reasonably flat  and if the ground does not have satisfactory  load-bearing 

characteristics« 

The cost of housing and of providing amenities »ay be reduced if the mill 

can be built within reasonable access of a town or village,  but transport for 

the pcreormel for shift work mist be considered» 

Maximum advantage should he taken of a warn climate by keeping buildings 

to the minimum necessary,  and by placing chests and tanks outdoors» 

The mill must be assured of a sufficient supply of water which can be 

difficult to obtain in tropical countries or wherever prolonged periods >f 

drought occur.    The construction of a dan may be required.    The water 

consuRption  is   likely to range from Ì20jm per ton of paper   if paper only  is 
Ì »fide to 500" ® per ton of paper if bleached pulp and white papers are made« 

Anoilliary services would require additLoral  water»     It may be advantageous 

to contine a dam for water conservation with hydro-electric power generai ion» 

The use of  electricity from a public supply saves rauch of  the   large 

invftfttftent for a boiler and power plant»     If the price of the electricity is 

excessive,   it »ay be preferable to generate electricity in the mill  and obtain 

the operating economies which can  result  fro« generating power from th<   steam 

required for pulping and paper-making,  especially if a suitable used  turbo- 

generator nan be obtained»     If power was to be  generated thermal ìy,  a stand-by 

turbo-generator was not considered a justifiable precaution but  a standby 

boiler was always desirable.    Bagasse and wood that   is unsuitable f,r "hipping 
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because it is crooked, undersized, rotten op -thawise inadéquat, for pulping 

often provide a lower-cost fuel for the boilers than traditional fuels, espe- 

cially   ir.   remote  areas. 

A   low-coat  pulp-mill 

Capital  charges,   comprising amortisation (over about   17 years) and the 

interest on capital (including working capital)  at 9 per cent per annum were 

stated   to  be about  50 per cent of the total pulp production costs. 

The optimum output of a mill  should be most  carefully considered because 

the cost of producing one ton of pulp  in a 50 ton per day mill  might be 

SO-'/'; per cent higher than in a 200 ton per day mill  largely because of capi- 

tal   charges and  the costs of labour find administration.     There can remain an 

advantage  in size even for mills with capacities of up to 500   tons or more 

per day.    It  is usually not advisable to plan the export of the surplus pro- 

duction fro« an over-capacity «ill on the international market except «here 

a long-term captive market can he assured (»oat probably with a paper-mill in 

a neighbouring developing country). 

Plantation-grow pulp-wood (usually both coniform» and broad-leaved) can 
be grown in an efficient low-cost way especially if suitable exotic ^st-growing 

species are chosen. The subtropi.es are usually well Mapted to oerul'ers and the 

tropi«-;, to hardwoods and a limited range of conifers. It was reported that the » 

production conta of 1 ton of bleach«! pulp from non-wood materials (e.g. bagasse 

and straw) are fé-fi more than the production costo for i ton of pulp from pulp- 

wood. There aro areas where the cost of bagasse is low and hence the pulp price 

differential   is   less. 

Unconventional raw materials or unconventional processes should generally 

be avoided because they inherently involve the riak of unforeseen problems 

requiring modifications to machinery}    such modifications can be slow and 

costly in a developing country and the delay in achieving break-even produc- 

tion or failure to do so can exhaust a mi 11*s financial  resources. 

The higher investment costs common in a developing country can,  to some 

extent,  and sometimes to a large extent, be offset  if the cost of raw material 

is substantially lower.    The costs of wood as a percentage of the cost or   i mg- 

fibred wood-pulp were reported as 42-48 per cent  for sulphate pulp in Scandinavia 

and 20-24 per cent   in Latin America (although the percentage THY have been 
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much too low if investment coats wore high). The figure quoted for hardwood 

pulp in Latin America was 13-14 per cent. 

The planning of pulp production for export on the world market requires 

cautious examination.  The market is currently highly competitive and i deve- 

loping country usually has no advantage except cheap raw materials, but it 

often has many disadvantages. Some disadvantages may be overeóme when a local 

industry has been successfully established and can form a ban in for expansion 

into export. A particular local advantage may be the deciding factor in com- 

petitiveness. An export mill is likely to require a market for ri00, or prob- 

ably even 1,000, tons of pulp per day. 

When considering a larger output it should bt taken into consideration 

that the unit cost of the raw materials often increases because of the higher 

transport costs. Two examples are bagasse that is supplied by more than one 

sugar-mill and bulky materials such as straw. 

An over-sized chipping plant would be necessary for use on the following 

kinds of raw materialet 

(a) Species of wood that quickly dull or damage the knivesj 

(b) Logs that are insufficiently straight and uniform in thickness for 
the chippers to operate efficiently. 

The possibility of saving capital costs by adopting methods which employ 

leas capital but more labour should be considered. This is likely to be more 

feasible in forestry, felling, extraction and possibly debarking, than in the 

pulp-Bill itself. Mills in developing countries tend to employ no much low- 

wage labour that labour costs par ton of product exceed those in mills in 

Rorfch America, A considerable savings in investment may occur through manual 

debarking. 

In order to minimize machinery costs, it is advisable to consider the 

effect of using conventional equipment such as batch digesters,with direct 

heating. The coat is usually less than for modern continuous digesters. 

TheJr erratic steam demand, however, could require a higher capacity boi lor 

plant with a resulting loss of some savings. Continuous digesters are recom- 

mended for agricultural residues, which do not pack well in batoli digesters .and 

often do not cook well in them either. Over-all steam economy may be better 

with indirect heating of batch digesters. But there could be scaling problema 

with indirect heating when the raw materials contain silica (eg. bamboo). 
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Savings on construction materials can result  from reducing the quantities 

of stainless  steel   and ti'.anium used  in sophisticated bleaching plants.    The 

use of plastic piping and plastic coated fabrications may be considered as 

nconunacil measures.    The   investment   in plants  for  the manufacture of ground- 

wood pulp and semi-chemical pulps   is usually  less  than for chemical  pulp 

plants,   partly because chemical   recovery  LS often unnecessary.     Groundwood 

may be produced on a small scale,  most  easily from suitable conifers,  but now 

also from suitable hardwoods.     The pulp  is used particularly  in   inexpensive 

printing and writing papers,   and as  a filler in paperbcard.    Semi- 'hemleal 

pulp for inclusion   in corrugating medium and  to  some  extent   in packaging 

papers and boards can be made -from hardwoods (possibly mixed).     High-yield 

bleached pulps can also be made from appropriate nr-^i--^    ^h-    ir-s   if th^ne 

pulps have been limited compared with chemical pulps,  h •«<",'•-r. 

A NSSC plant, for example is cheaper than a chemical pu41 p.ant.    The 

yield of pulp may be about 75 P^r cent for unbl   ach--d pulp     'wrar-ii with 

about 50 per cent for sulphate pulp and >ss wood,   •her.-for--,  has  t; be pro- 

cessed.     The relatively small   amount  of   .rganl     ma".-r  ll.v.1,. 1 t'r m the 

wo -Í,   especially  if a--.-.mt>ani-xl by a low cremi   al    *  ; "im; + :   e,   :->v '"eik- 

-nemicai   recovery less necessary than for a chemical pulp plant.    Recovery 

is frequently omitted unless cross  recovery with  the effluent  from an adjacent 

sulphate mill  is possible.    The omission substantially reduces   the capital 

cost.    Provided alkalinity is maintained throughout the cook,  cheaper con- 

struction  in ordinary steel  is often used, but stainless steel   washers oay 

be advisable. 

The sulphate or kraft process (in which the make-up chemical is eodiu» 

sulphate but the active chemicals sodium hydroxide and sulphide)  with Its 

recovery of chemicals,   is generally regarded as  reliable and widely applica- 

ble,  especially where the best strength of either unbleached or bleached pulp 

is required.    This is usually true in the tropics where most raw materials 

are short  fibred,  and the available conifers generally give somewhat weaker 

pulps  than conifers grown in temperate zones.    The sulphate process  is the 

most widely used chemical pulping process,  although the pulp yield is not 

the highest.    As some offensive odour could originate  from the process,   the 

mill  should not  be  located near residential  areas.    The capital cost is  likely 

to be  lower than with acid processes,  which requir-• acidproof equipment. 

Digesters can be constructed  economically of steel boiler plate with low 
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silicon content provided there   is an adequate allowance  for corrosion (•''.£%    ^f 

5-8 mm^.     Washers and screens  can also be made of carbon steel.    Chemical 

recovery  is  an integral  part  of the true sulphate process,   and the m m i mum 

mill  size may be governed by the smallest  efficient  recovery plant. 

The soda process  is basically similar to the sulphate process (both  arc 

alkaline processes),  but  the active chemical  is sodium hydroxide only.     Tt   is 

little used  for conifers  because the strength of the pulp   is   inferior to  sul- 

phate pulp,   but the difference  is   less in the case of broad-leaved (hard) 

Mouds and agricultural  residuos,  for which it may be recommended.     Tt was 

auggeatod  that  in the future   it  may prove industrially practical   to combine 

soda pulping with oxygen bleaching to produce bleached pulp with very little 

effluent.    There is usually less corrosion than in the sulphate process. 

Gheaical recovery is not an inherent part of the process as it is with the 

.mipfcat^ procesa, but recovery is usually essential for economy.    Prior to 

inetti ling » recovery plant and adopting the sulphate process, some of the 

•avantage of sulphate »ay be obtained by adding elemental sulphur to the soda, 

ffc«» bitmlphite proceso using calcium base has been  largely displaced by 

tfc» sulphate process, because chemical recovery is not  practical with the 

process«     Chemical  x'ecovery has been developed for the process if magnesiti» 

base is uood.    The unbleached pulp yield is 5-7 per cent higher than with the 

kraft process« and bleaching is leas expensive.    With short-fibred raw mate- 

rial*,  however,   the pulp strength is lower than with the kraft process.    The uBf 

of steel digesters lined with   acidproof   bricks was  suggested,    The mill  would 

be Bore costly than mills using alkaline processes because of the cost of 

equipment for handling acid pulp and liquors.    It was stated that the che» i cal 

recovery system was less costly than for alkaline processes and the resulting 

savings could possibly balance the cost of equipment.    The mill  should be 

located on a suitable site that would prevent complaints about offensive 

odours from its neighbours. 

The capital investment  for a bleached pulp mill   in a developing country 

includes the installation costs of a plant to produce chlorine and caustic 

soda from salt by electrolysis,     (it can be economically advantageous  if the 

plant could market surplus caustic soda at a reasonable price.)    In develop- 

ing countries,  it is advisable to  induce customers  to  accept a lower standard 

of paper brightness,    A simplified bleaching system of only three or four 



stages  would  then be adequate.    Oxygen bleaching was not  applicable,   as  the 

: m••:• -i:c wars under development and would be rather costly. 

No  •    -i.my should be made in the  volume of buffer storage tanks for pulp 

•itid   ' i r.J   r '»   b'T-auce  the  continued operation of the   entire mill  depends   on 

*h<-m   it:  tí.,   event of a breakdown in any section.     Buffer storage between the 

r.u.f-   if,! ; aper-mills   is particularly  important. 

With   t h*-  increasing concern about pollution,   it   is unwise to project a 

if*   .v  v    ¿{   th.-  i  ujibility of chemical recovery even if,  because of small 

: r i.i  •     -,   :t  d "'^ not  appear economically attractive at the outset of pro- 

:t  h „ ,    A.-    íinn'r-íiin are a  low-cost  item in production costs of chemical 

.  i ¡.   ,t .;,'  : :'   it,, i-.-   i.: chemiea1  recovery,   it may be advisable to defer building 

t  pu p-frr   •    until   Uè« demand for pulp  is sufficient  for chemical  recovery to 

be viable,     it naß reported that the coot of a plant  for the recovery of 

ohefflioaif! and heat   is slightly more than the cost of the associated unbleached 

wood-pulp mill   including wood preparation,  or about  two thirds of the cost of 

a bleached pulp-mill 'with wood preparation.    Plans for pulping materials,  such 

aß rice straw, moot cereal straws and other non-wood materials containing 

sufficient oilioa to prevent efficient  recovery,  should be examined with 

caution« 

The untreated part of the effluent from a pulp-mill can easily transform 

a river into which  it  is discharged,   into a hazard to health when the river 

flow is  low.    The site for a pulp-mill mast therefore be chosen where a treat- 

ment plant   is  least  likely to be required,  and this usually means where the 

effluent can be strongly diluted by a  large river or possibly an inland sea 

or the ocean itself.     The site must also be assured of an ample and constant 

fresh water supply.     Both requirements may be met near the outlet of a  river 

into  the «oa.    The probable polluting effect of the milles  effluent should 

be determined  in advance and compared with what  is permissible (or likely to 

be permissible,  asuuming regulations have not yet been formulated), 

A  low-coat paper-mill 

Capital  charges are a large proportion of the costs of converting pulp to 

paper and must be kept  to  the minimum consistent with efficiency.    Of the total 

cost of .paper-making machinery,   about  65 per cent   is the cost of the paper 

machine,  while 20 per cent and 15 per cent respectively are attributable to 
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stock preparation and  finishing.     It was  generally, out n >t unan in >ur \r, ,-jru-id- 

ered that  the purchase of  a reconditioned,   small   paper machine at a pri • •<• W" . ; 

below that of a new machine  afforded the best  saving.    The productor;   u' ,-maM 

quantities of many varieties  of paper can be oetter accompì ished ,m a cmal \ 

machine. 

The prices of new paper machines of a given size span a  very wide  ran#*e 

depending on the degree of  complexity.     It  is definitely advisable not   t..>   :"t;irt 

with one of the sophisticated mass-production machines,  which are designed 

for conditions in industrialized countries and can be a liability und^r 

conditions in developing countries. 

To reduce costs  in the stock preparation section,  it may be possible 

to exclude deflakers and low-consistency vortex cleaners when only medium- 

quality papers are to be »ade.    It is wise to  include a high-density cleaner. 

A screen is essential to protect the paper machine wire-cloth. 

The instrumentation for the section should be minimal because many 

co«only used devices such as magnetic flow meters require specialized main-, 

tenance.    Relatively simple mechanical devices for proportioning stock and 

robust consistency controllers are available. 

The cost of a high-density disc refining stage, which is often desirable 

With short-fibred pulps» may be reduced by positioning the disc refiner after 

the last pulp-nill filter»  where the pulp, at about 10 per cent consistency, 

falls by gravity into the high-density storage tower.    This would provide 

m stage of pre-refining to be followed by a final touch-up in the paper-mill 

with equipment such as conical refiner& adapted to working at the lower con- 

sistencies found in a paper-mill. 

For low cost, the wet  end of a Fourdrinier paper machine with speeds of 

up to 200 m/minute and not  exceeding 2.5 » width, maximum gross output 40- 

50 tons per day» should not have a pressurized head box or a cantilever wire 

frame.    It would probably have instead table rolls and simple mechanically 

actuated float valves in fresh and recirculated (back-) water circuits. 

The press section should be simple}    it may comprise two straight-through 

presses with fabric on the first,  smooth rolls on the second,  and no smooth- 

ing press,  except for special requirements.    Por speeds greater than about 

250 m/minute,  a pick-up transfer of the sheet from the wire to the press felt 

may increase operating efficiency, particularly with short-fibred pulps. 
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TM   lower the cost of   thn dryer section,  opon gearing,   standard scoops   in 

dryers  of up   to  1.5 tn diameter for speeds up to  4OO m/minute,   simple felt   ten- 

sioning and manual   lubrication were' advised,   but  felt  dryers  and automatic 

guides   should  be provided  on ali   felts.     The  exclusion  of a  size press,  with 

the  extra drying section which   it   entails,  markedly  reduces   the cost.     How- 

ever,   the  lay-out  should permit  subsequent  extension of the dryer section and 

a size  press  (which might  be necessary for the production of good offset 

lithography papers from some hardwood and non-wood pulps).     Versatility may 

be increased without much  loss of simplicity if a Yankee ( large diameter) 

dryer is   ins tal leni  in place of some of the smaller dryers?    this would permit 

the production of M.G.  (single side glazed)  and crêpe papers,   as well as 

ordinary papers. 

For controlling steam to the paper and felt dryers,  a single pressure 

controller for the whole section may suffice.     It is  valuable to arrange such 

pressure controllers with two set points{    one for normal operation could be 

changed manually to the other controller when production was  interrupted by 

a break. 

A.   line-shaft drive should be considered because of more straightforward 

maintenance,   though thyristor-controlled drives were reported as  reliable. 

Elaborate paper-machine hoods and ventilation systems should normally be 

unnecoDsaxy   in warm climates.    No  special  ventilation of the pockets between 

drying cylinders  is  likely to be necessary for machines trimming less than 

about  3 m wide}    a simple hood with an extraction fan of adequate capacity 

should suffice for the dryer section or for a Yankee dryer.    Extraction fane 

ahould also  be mounted on the walls of the machine house just below the ceil- 

ing with air  inlets at floor level.    Air and machine room heating is unneces- 

sary unless the outdoor temperature falls below 10°C for long periods. 

To simplify the calenders,  a three- or four-roll stack without swimming 

rolls  is suggested as adequate for many writing, printing, and packaging 

grades of paper. 

Where there is a sufficient demand for tissues and they are costly to 

import,  advantage may be taken of the relative simplicity of the tissue machine, 

which has only one drying cylinder.    On  it toilet paper may be made largely 

from waste paper;    fruit wraps,  bread wraps,  coloured tissues can additionally 
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be made (and» if necessary, M.G. papers at reduced off i e i on cy). A ' i.a-u .- 

machine io one of the least costly machines available, hut it hai- a small 

production (e.g.   10 tons/day). 

Machinery to  make  solid boards   in  small   quantities can   be pur-hased   e>r 

a fraction of the  cost  of a modern machine  to  produce  boards   in  r<•> •:;•   M' 

sheets if a simple discontinuous  board (wet-lap) machine   iu  built  with  a 

hydraulic press and perhaps a tunnel   dryer. 

The  lowest  investment por  ton of paper for a new paper machine  is   likely 

to be obtained when the trimmed width   is 4.5-6 m,  assuming a standard Foul- 

arini er with standard drying sections.     A 3.5-4 m width   \z  optimum for   high- 

speed tissue machines.     For writing and printing papers,   the   investment  per 

ton of paper may be 70 per cent higher  if the machine is designed to produci. 

30 tons per 24 hours,  per metre width,   than if it can produce 50 tons/?4 hours/m 

width, or about  25 per cent higher if designed to produce  45  tons/?4 hourn/m 

Width.    However,   those specific productions were considered   too high for deve- 

loping countries because they necessitate a high degree of automation,  which 

may prove difficult to master without  immediate service from supplier;; and *> 

well-qualified operating and maintenance staff. 

A steady electricity supply must  be ensured to  a paper-mill.     Tf elec- 

tricity is purchased from a public supply, which is known to  be subject to 

voltage variations,  a voltage regulating transformer is required.    The boi 1er 

plant can be purchased economically because usually 3 kg/cm" pressure  is 

sufficient. 

Improving the efficiency in. .pulp* and paper-mills 
of developing countries * 

Efficiency war tentatively defined in several ways,   but the range of 

ways suggested for improving it was  so wide as to make any one definition of 

little value»    The suggestione  for i»proving efficiency could be grouped   in 

categories such aai 

(a) Wise initial concept to ensure that every factor which cou'd affect 
the efficiency and economy of the final project had been taken into considera- 
tion and correctly assessed ? 

(b) Careful planning and strict control during tho stage of ordering 
and erection to  ensure the minimum capital  expenditure^ consistent with   the 
building of a good millj 
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(.;)   Improving the  efficiency of the mill staff by training management, 
juporvi.;on;,   operators and mechanics to get  the best  out of the  plant; 

(d) Astute management  of all material  and social  aspects  when the mill 
is  operating; 

(e) Auditing performance of operators and operations (the   latter by 
comparison with performance of similar operations   in other mills); 

(f) The  rationalization of the production and production programme, 
the systemization of maintenance and the standardization of spare parts; 

(g) Constant attention to  forward planning so  that  every advantage is 
taken of'"new developments  in markets,   technology and raw material  supplies, 
and that  changes  in the  end-uses are foreseen. 

It  was  felt  that efficiency in mills in developing countries  tended to be 

low - sometimes very low.    Means to  improve the situation should be given 

urgent attention, 

When the mill is the first mill to be established in a country, the lack 

of trade experience and expertise may lead to  errors in initial concept, which 

may be a constant burden throughout the life of the «ill or »ay lead to 

bankruptcy. 

The minimum planning period must be five years before production is to begin. 

It   is the minimum and assumes that an adequate supply of fibrous raw material 

would then be available.    If the raw material is to be grown on plantations, 

Manning must commence earlier. 

One of the most difficult  causes of inefficiency to remedy is the pulp- 

ing of an unsatisfactory raw material,  which may be expensive to pulp, which 

producen  poor quality pulp that hinders the efficient operation of the paper 

machino,   or which  restricts the range of papers which can be made.    Several 

non-woodr display such disadvantages. 

In order to  plan the size of mill to bo built,   an expert  forecast of the 

trends   in demand must be made,   especially to avoid the financial  risks of 

completing a mill before an adequate market  exists.    Subsequent  expansión 

mußt  be  foreseen and not  be restricted by an  inadequate raw-material supply 

at  a reasonable price. 

Expert advice is needed in selecting the optimum site,  taking into con- 

sideration transport facilities, proximity to the market,   infrastructure,  the 

availability of personnel,  water supply and  effluent disposal. 
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When   th" fibrous  raw material   is an  acri en'tun'.   uy-pr-do 

or bagasse,   the  paper-mi 1!  may  experience   diffi 'U.i.y  in  <-.;tah. i .'h i •:,* cu 

control  over supplies.     Unexpected problema    >f   : > '; ••-•t i on and mi caul-uv 

with  producers can deprive tie- mill  of  fibre.     I) ¡/..-use i ;ns with  mi ".   c   \ 

countries  that have  faced  those prob ¡emu  may h-.p  -ivrt d i ff i :M : t i <•-.. 

The high capital   coat of pulp and paper  e.yui prent and   its   offeet  on pro- 

duction costs requires   efficiency in operating the plant at u^ above  nominal 

full  capacity with the  fewest  interruptions.     Sometimes complicated  refinements 

in processes or machines intended to  improve  efficiency can reduce   it,   if the 

complexities are more  than can be mastered by inexperienced operators-, or main- 

tenance staff. 

In planning plantations of fast-growing trees,  it  is  important  to remember 

that the pulping properties of trees of one  variety grown in one  country or 

Bite, may differ widely from the pulping properties of the same  variety grown 

in another country or site.    Age also has a profound effect on pulping pro- 

perties.    It is therefore necessary to perform pulping tests on representative 

saaplee from trial plots in order to choose the best, varieties  for propagation, 

It  is also often possible fcr a developing country to have the cosily pulping 

trials performed at  little or no cost under certain bilateral aid programmes. 

Pre-planning can to a great extent determino the efficiency of a mill. 

Mise pre-planning is  required before any commitments have boon made.    The Expert 

Group welcomed the fact that the advice of United Hâtions experts and other 

competent advisers was  increasingly being sought during   the pre-planning stage. 

Proper training of staff was vital for an efficient mill.     Before start- 

up,  the training programmes could be carried outi 

(a) In modern mills in industrialized countries5 

(b) In mills which pulped similar raw materials or produce a similar 
range of products ; 

(c) In mills in countries where language was not an obstacle  in com- 
municating with the trainees; 

(d) On site in the mill itself by expatriate staff? 

(e) On site by employees of a foreign paper company which  had agreed to 
provide know-how, possibly in joint participation. 

Training programmes of types (b) and (c)  could be preferable  to   thoce of type 

(a).    When a will is  supplied on a turn-key basic,   the agreement  uiuu-.d provide 

for the participation of local people in the design stage,   ars   their participa- 

tion itself gives valuable training. 

1 



Mixed   tropical   hardwods 

M:X.o   •,.,.,, :;j,.   hardwods    -cuoi   be  used   xs   :ì  basic   f <r  a  pulp  and  paper 

indu/: r-v   ;n uoyelopiiu: -»untried  although   they had   : ¡mi tat ¡.•mu.     The;  eharac- 

t,<.ri.-t-     '    ,f   the  unbleached  pu : p   wi : 1   at   beet  be   «-.pai val ont   to   those  of a 

rrr>derate--eruai i ty nardwood  pulp  and   therefore wouid   b-   b;.J^   suitable au   the 

main e or.;' 11 huent  of strong pap ..TU   for packaging;     bleached  puip  from mixed 

hardwood.',  could  be more useful  (but   ite  use  in  India war.   stated to have 

serious!;-   lowered  the  quality of   the  paper produced).     Mixed  hardwoods arc 

unsuitab..-  for ¿jroundwood puip fur newsprint except   in  sponi al   circumstances. 

However,   as a source  of pulp-woud  they have two  advantages:    they provide an 

immédiat,    ¡supply of  Weed,  which may  be  important   when  a  paper-mi i I  Í3  to  bo 

built  but  no  provision has  been made  in ad varies  to  grow  good  paper-maki ng raw 

materials;     the use of the wood helps to pay for clearing the  forest for the 

plantation areas. 

When planning a pulp- and paper-mill to supply the needs  of a. developing 

country,   plantations of trees known to have good paining and paper-making 

characteristics  should be considered in preference to mixed  hardwoods.    In 

the  trop os,   fast-growing pines usually mature  in 12 years and  fast-growing 

hardwoods   in 6 years»    Trees  in general  a/id pines  in particular can usually 

grow on  p orer  land  than is  desirable for agriculture. 

Whet    nixed wood can be obtained  inexpensively as waste (offcuts and 

veneer c. .-<;n  from  large saw-mi ils),   their use should be  carefully considered 

because   ' \o advantage of  low cost may offset the economic disadvantages,  aw* 

the  nurib..- of  species  is  likely to   be fewer than occur   in the  forest. 

Mix..;  tropical   hardwood» might   be used in  the manufacture of s 
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U each ed pulp for export.     It  would be unwise to assume that 
alps made frjfli mixed trjpinal hardwoods could  compete with the 

tnlwod  i'u'ps wi i ' 1   have   n>w  naiiud   % high   standard of quality 
•   n-Tii hemisplore.     fi.wt ,/ur,   it h .s been shown  that  mixed woods in 
> 'as might  be made  into  pulp aceptable for several purposes in 

ud countri. s.    ^ '   rilp WJUM h»  tended with sti mger pulp, 
.nt market e inditi m,   tL" produ-'tion of such  r-ulp should be examined 

n as  it  c  u   i only be  viable   in r-xeepti mo i ly favourable circum- 
>i  expert  ¡i-^p mi'l must   rvns I mt ly market  a very  "arge output, 
re   than 400  toms per day; 

!   1Ü cached pulp  for the   local market.     It could be made where the 
..wand from several   • xi sting paper-mills  for pulp of   the type pro- 

he  sufficient   to  sustain a pulp-mill  of  viable  size (which could 
-han  for an export pulp-mill).    Each consumer would blend the pulp 

i,ronger pulp; 
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(e)   Bleach od  pulp   used   in  an   integrated   paper-m :    .   :.' > r n.i.s   • •.   * ¡ri 
papers.     Cu'-'h  papers  normally contain ri prope rt i en    >f  htriw->d  :  ,.• o    '• 
ordinary practice   it   ir,  always  blended  with  a   ! eng^r-f ; i <r>\]   ;uo-  >, .. s    .- 
from  coniferous  wood:').     If  the  proportion of   !• >ng. r-f : or-i   ;-u  :     . !.•;:':";- 
o i ont,   the pap or may  bo   1 >w  in  quality and n/m-'ompot i t ] •>>,      x •• •. i   i- i  pro- 
tected market.     The   longor-fibrod  pulp may  ho   import.-il     o mad.-   ..<• o y  !'r<n 
pino  or  from  bamboo,   which   is  ¿'on.Tal iy   l^:'o  oat i of t • t • r.v   that.  ;;i    ; 

(d) Unbleached  pulp  for  strong packagi ng papers.     The  papero.,   K¡;O ••• 
include sack kraft,   a"o  usually made  from  hmg-f i bred  coni f or uio w-.'i   pulp 
and  it   is   imposai b 1 e   to  make  them  of  equal  strength   from  ha ni wo >d.-  w   '.i.   tío ir 
inherently short  fibres.     The «pianti ty of hardwood  pulì,     thai    'ac  • • 
Will   depend  on   the  strength  of  the mixed hardwood  pulp  and  on   the op 
tion of   the  paper»  which   in   locally  acceptable.     The   latter   io  deter 
partly  by competition  from   imported  paper.     A bister  quality -f  oxt.-oiH. 
paper was  produced  in one mill using mixed hardwoods  by  improving  tie   sack 
kraft   through  the Clupak   treatment; 

(e) Unbleached pulp  for common packaging papero.     The  pap oro.   --/h i eh 
include counter  rol Ir. and paper for small bags,   vary considerably   ';•    molity. 
Hardwood  pulp  io  unsuitable alone  because of  iti:  short   fi breo,   out   x   our 
proportion of it may be used together with  long-fibred pulp (or noooioly 
waste from  imported kraft papers)  to make paper for many purposes.     >\  pro- 
portion of hardwood pulp can be incorporated  in   liner board depending on   the 
end-use and e omp et i t i on ; 

(f) Corrugating medium f>r corrugated can-R,     It   io   frequent'" mide 
entirely from hardwood semi-chemical   pulp.    Mixed tropi -al   hardw<>od     tr<   b« in- 
effectively used,   bul   a cautious approach   Ií   roc ;mm< rid- J   ii.ow       Si 
evidence that  the techniques which  are used for  t^mnorib'  hardw >" i.   »NV tt-t 
suit mixed   tropical  hardw>octs.    Furthermore,   uonie wods rr > .-h -   • n 
adequate rigidity to  the paper; 

(g) Iroundwood pulp  for newsprint and magaoitr    too   ,-. .    ", 
be uniform with medium- or   bow-density and preferably   udii-'".', MI-    • 
Though mixed forests may contain a proportion of ou-h wo.ni,   ito o¡ 
the other wood is unlikely to be economic for pulp-making,   tut   if si 
tion has already been made by a saw-mill  or plywood plat t,   their wa», 
could prove suitable for refiner groundwood pulp. 

The advice of forestry experto should be sought   before o hear  fe 

forests because the consequences of badly managed   _loar   fell tro- .,;. 

erosion,  the loss of fertility and other ecological  diotu^o a -•>'. 

serious.     Cleared forest   land is often fer til- and   i1   O'ioi.i  ,>   <   . 
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be better used for agriculture. 

Natural regeneration after tropical  forests had be jn 

recommended because the composition of the regrowth was  u: 

and the rate of growth was feeble compared with tue   rate 

growing plantation species with good paper-making   diara  !• 
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may pro/*' much  moro difficult   than  expected.     Large-scale   t\- •!   triais  should 

therefore  bo made yn^s  ir, advance of clear felling to determine the programe 

of replanta.«? the cleared  land.     Each team felling trees   in a mixed  forest 

should be accompanied by an expert  ir  the  local  trees who  can  ensure that 

unacceptable species are not supplied to tlie mill. 

It  was most  strongly recommended that steps be taken to balance the wide 

vari   tiuns in the proportions of species in consignments arriving from the 

forests,   because such variations cause grave problems in pulp and paper pro- 

auction.    Some advisable methods are mixing the logs from consignments from 

different  forest areas before they are chipped» mixing the chips  in outdoor 

chip storage piles»  or a combination of both methods    The alternative of 

grouping lugs according to their pulping and paper-making characteristics as 

they arrive was considered uneconomic and was not recommended,   except possibly 

when the wood  is saw-mill waste or is derived from several  sources  each supply- 

ing différent but single species.    Rough selection can then be made,  for 

example,   se^-ting by colour and density the logs suitable for groundwood and 

those for chemical pulping.    Some selection of mixed forest wood  is recommended 

as it  is always necessary to eliminate very undesirabie species which would 

damage machinery or contaminate  the pulp. 

A chipper for mixed hardwoods should be selected on the basis of tho 

dimena: i.niu of the  logs,  crookedness, hardness and silica content of ths 

speni en.    The mouth of the chipper may have to bo larger than would be neces- 

sary for chipping the same quint ity of uniformly grown straight  trees in order 

to ac.-ept different ul¡fies and shapes of logs.    It may be necessary to use 

laminated clapper knives for hard logs which would unduly damage normal knives. 

Wien projecting a chemica1   recovery plant, precautions should be taken 

against   the -ffects  ...f fines from hardwood puins which may foul   evaporators, 

of oxl.uul.iv.!« which may  influence viscosity and the possibility of silica, 

if  there   in a high proportion of silica-rich woods   in  the mixture. 

When mixed hardwoods and longer-fibred materials such as pine or baatw 

are pulped in the same mill,  separate cooking of the two  sorts wab generally 

recommended,  especially for the manufacture of strong pap< ,a,    They »ay be 

processed  together for cultural  papers when strength  is  lers  important, but 

to do  ;ie   is a disadvantage and  is only  recommended because the  insta1tatton 

of a single processing line rede 'es capital   expenditure. 



The   Ion;: duration of  pro-imp rognât i on   -ind  ••v1kin.>; h">s   t -  miton 

effect  of  IK;  heterogeneity of mixed wood".     Rapid '-\>oki m: wi¡'  t.'*   r-- 

Tho 3loman counter - current  process  wan   su^'oii-d  as  a p. t^nti.V,; 

process. 

-   -mm "tided. 

v ti'Ti -i-r. 

The manufacture of dissolving pulp  from exotic  raw materia,;-; 

The Group  concluded that dissolving pulp for rayon staple fibre could be 

made from non-wood raw materials.    It WR generally less satisfactory techni- 

cally and economically than manufacture from woods.    A country needing to give 

precedence to   import substitution over competitiveness could»  howover, make 

dissolving pulp for a limited range of products from several non-woods». 

Tho evident economic and technical success of manufacturing dissolving 

pulp fro» plantation-grown eucalyptus and other woods,   in«lading (with certain 

limitations) mangrove and rubberwood,  contrasted with  the economic disappoint- 

ment experi enc«d in using the non-woodc A rundo dona* and Fh ragli toa commun i» 

r»©ás, which had been abandoned in two planto and replaced with be^h wood. 

The group urged that as much attention be given to  the low eonsumpi. ion 

of textiles   in developing countries as  in given to  the  low coraumpt ion of 

paper and that more connidtjration ahoiTd be given t) the production   >f .1 in- 

flo Ivi ng pulp  for the manufacture of  text ilea. 

the wig of waste papor in the pap'r industry 
of developing countries 

• in/*   ••••u»it.-y 

• r,:'.-w    Mi i' 

'iritai r.s mu  ri 

When purchasing war. to-: ,,n"r r-'nulping "quipmen*   for a d. •-••-. 

from a supplier in an industrialized cuuntry,   it  is  import.tnt   t 

the design  ia appropriât*.    In some developing oo'intrios,  want*- 

objectionable material  liable to damage machinery, which  is r¡ »t  .-uff 

robust or appropriate to handle it. 

The ecatioiv of was&e-paper utilisation munt depend •: >n:-- «• r>¿> y   -n  ' »" 

o*rital charges per ton of product.     In order to keep  h^stm'nt   ». •  the minimo«' 

for efficiency,  It is  important,  therefore,  to decid- th- exMn'    .Y n'—-.!uary 

iMprovement to the waste by screening and cn-u.ing,   ink dis:-  r.-i •>.   ,r r-ir./v, 

bleaching,   etc.    The machinery in-jtalled  should be as. simp!" as  p set. .- 

perfora those tasks.    Por the main uses as boards and teat   liners,   serening 
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and cleaning may be sufficient with the heir, of chemicals   in the slusher.     To 

replace  bleached wood-pulp,  de-inking is   likely to be required possibly with 

bleaching.     A pant  for the former task can possibly be designed and partly 

constructed   locally,   whereas  for the  latter task,  a much more sophisticated 

P1 ant   in   rcquircd, 

The use of waste paper should be considered strictly on its technical 

and economic merits.    Where virgin pulp  is scarce,  expensive or o: inferior 

quality,   waste paper assumes more importance than where good pulp in freely 

available at acceptable prices. 

waste paper may be considered for partial replacement of the virgin pulp 

used in paper made in developing countries, both when the mill otherwise used 

only imported pulp and when it uses imported pulp to reinforce locally made 

ahort-fitored pulp»    ««sta paper is probably most useful in gradea which do 

not need to be free fro« specks such aa boards, test liner, corrugating 

medium and toilet paper» 

In developing countries «here «agw3 are low, it »ay be ©oonimical to sort 

wjwte paper»    Sorting »ay enable miseá grade« to he used »ore profitably. 

When  it  is planned to pulp waste paper,  care sf juld be taken to allow for 

effluent,  disposal because the effluent  is  likely to be highly polluting both 

because ,-»f   ite content of fine fibre and  loadings and because of its biochemical 

oxygen dm&and (Ä>D). 

Th.    production and sale of de-inked waste paper from a repulping mill ^o 

a number of p.ipi»r millo  Is r.Jt generally remunerative.     It   is difficult to 

reovtir  ihr coat of drying the pulp,  while the transport  of moi'jt pulp  is 

uneconomical unless the paper-mills are  located clooo to  each other. 

Uh en waste paper ia purchased from abroad, it should be specified that the 

bales should be of high density,  but the groja weight of  each bale should be 

limited v>  tl¡>   I'.'KJC that can b«. conveniently handled locally,  especially if the 

t-alctf have to be man-handled,  as  is often the case.    Arrangements should be 

npocified   in the contract for financie*]  compensation if any part of a delivery 

caius. t bt- used, but claims arc difficult with  imported waste,  and it   i3 best 

to have a reliable supplier or inspection before shipment. 

The use of do-inked newsprint should be considered ao a raw material for 

a small   newsprint mill.    Bundles of over-issue newspapers are desired rather 

thin mixed waste. 
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IV.     RECOMMENDATIONS TO UNIDO 

Tío Expert Group made a number of general   recommendations with  r-'gard  to 

the rulp and paper industries  in developing countries.     It   r.vomm--hd->d   thai 

UNIDO should: 

(l) Organize periodical conferences between developing countries in the 

same geographical region to discuss and exchange the results of research and 

information on pulp and paper manufacturing problems; 

^2) Encourage the establishment of regional  t,   •i.nicai  and management 

associations similar to  .hose found in industriali;, d countries} 

(3) Inform the pulp and paper industries of developing countries ai«Mil 

recent advances and about publications which are of special eonocrn t, .  ih-m; 

(4) Explore the problems associated with the dissemination op technical 

information in the developing countries and identify moans by which informa- 

tion can be made available? 

(5) Contact countries which have few or no pulp and paper industries as 

yet and offer to ass*ct with pre-planning at the earliest possible stag-; with 

a view to the ultimate establishment of a remunerative and efficient industry. 

The twofold aim would be to select the bust  raw material  so that,   if necessary, 

plantations  could b<- commenced  in time for the material   to cone  to maturity 

before it  is required and to ensure an unfailing supply of raw material  to 

the industry, both  initial 1." and after foreseen expansion,   by securing the 

allotment of sufficient  land xhat is favourably located with regard to the 

pulp- and paper-mill} 

(6) Give special consideration to the merits and problems oT purchasing 

used machinery with a view to  reducing the large investments required  in nulp- 

and paper-mi lis} 

(7) Make known the assistance it can give in checking feasibility studies 

before an order is placed for a pulp- and paper-mill or equipment.    Ir view of 

the large investment involved,  a second opinion may be an important safeguard. 
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With  rodarli  to  newsprint  from bagasse,   the Exriej-t  Group  r--    •[•im<'nii<'d  that 

UNIDO ííhould: 

(1) Consider whether the establishment of a domo nu trat i m plärrt  should be 

encouraged ; 

(2) Seek  to  establish  in government  personnel  a aympatheti•-.  awareness of 

the problems of potential investors or participants   in newsprint projects and 

suggest the steps they might take to help to establish the confidence required 

to attract   investment participation! 

(3) Urge adherence to anti-dumping agreements concerning newsprintf 

(4) i&icourage regional participation because the output of a newsprint 

mill of viable size »ay exceed the demand in a developing country} 

(5) Assist Governments in the formulation of procedure mich as  tho 

imposition of tariffs or restrictions on importa which could protect an Indi- 

genous newsprint industry in its early years with the minimum of adverse 

consequences { 

(6) Provide suitable informed and objective experts to assist a group 

planning a bagasse newsprint mill to choose the process Hiost appropriate for 

the particular circumstances*   This could help to overcome the doubtf con- 

cerning technical and economic feasibility which deflect financing organiza- 

tions from supporting bagasse newsprint projects. 

With   regard to rubborwood,  the "Export Sroup  recommended that UWTDO 

.ïhouldï 

(1) Continue the collection and dissemination of technical   information 

concerning the sponial  problem of rubborwood pulping} 

(2) Negotiate arrangements with companies which use or have used rubber* 

w.iod f^r pulp and paper,  for making their experiences available to developing 

::>)untri of, j 

(3) Organize further discussion of the problems of using rubborwood, 

preferably as part of a regional meeting in South-Kaüt Asia   on pulp and 

paper production; 

(4) Consider how research in an appropriate existing laboratory to 

resolve problems, particularly those concerning latex, migl.i be f inane od. 
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With regard to   low-cost pulp and paper mi ULI,   the Expert  nroup   r<\- ommend.M 

that IINTDO ihould: 

(1) Aisist  in establishing an independent technical   inspection servirò 

which will assist developing countries  in the purchase of used machines with 

the ultimate object of obtaining finance and government approval; 

(2) Issue a publication on Methods for reducing costs in the construction 

of pulp and paper-making facilities in developing countries| 

(3) Identify consultant©, engineering companies or machinery suppliers 

who could participate in projects in which second-hand «achinery is used to 

the satisfaction of the financing organisation« and the purchaserj 

(4) Maintain a register of used equipment such as paper-machines, com- 

plete mills and major itene of pulping equipment auarently available  or about 

to become available, for the benefit of those who may be projecting instal- 

lations in developing countries, and by putting the interested parties in 

touch with each other» 

(¡>) Prepare a schedule of equipment that indicates which components are 

basically essential, which design features„and materials of construction may 

minimise the prioe without sacrifice of efficiency under the conditions in a 

developing country, and also which features are sophistications which cou hi 

be safely oaivted or deferred until the mill's output iß to be expanded! 

(6) Advise on the best commercial approach to purchasing a mill  compris- 

ing several sections in order to obtain the best value for money, bearing in 

mind that the cost of machinery can be increased in the course of a possible 

subcont rmct ing | 

(7) Consider means for encouraging the manufacture of certain appropriate 

equipment in developinç countries*    Countries with their own sugar industry 

may have considerable engineering facilities available which could manufacture 

some équipaient. 

With regard to maintenance and efficiency, the Expert Oroup rr-oimnnndod 

that ORII» should! 

(l) P*«vide advice on the preparation of maintenance sch.edu:••:,-• and <m 

maintenance techniques» j 
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(2) Promote a wider knowledge of its advisory services fo r improving 

efficiency; 

(3) Conduct surveys of existing mills to identify the improveiaenta that 

would be most beneficial for efficiency and carry out cost/benefit analyse«, 

where more than small expenditure would be involved; 

(4) Issue guidelines for efficient processing and techniques for lowering 

the consumption of raw materials and for the quality control of finished pro- 

ducts in pulp- and paper-mills; 

(5) Assist mills in developing countries with the rationalization of 

production by the reduction of the number of grades,  sizes and finishes of 

paper produced} 

(6) Facilitate the training of mill managers, maintenance, operating and 

technical control personnel fro» developing countries in pulp and paper mills 

of high technical efficiency in industrialized and developing countries where 

the same languages are spoken) 

(7) Consider the possibilities for regional research and development 

laboratories or other means for assisting mills in small or poor countries 

unable to afford their own rosearon and development facilities. 

\J   With regard to mixed tropical hardwoods, the Rxpert Group recommended 

that UÏÏIDO should« 

(]) Dirseminate information on the commercial use of mixed tropical hard- 

woods l'or pulp and paper and on technical developments ; 

(?) Complete a survey of pulp- and paper-mills using mixed tropical hard- 

woods with as complete data as possible on the species being pulped, the 

species being rejected, pulping and chemical recovery, paper making and paper 

proporrti e a | 

(i) Accelerate programmes for the development of certified sources of 

rteed of i'ccurately known provenance for plantations of fast-growing species 

and indicate to foresters sources of advice regarding which species to try in 

the local  environment for specific end-uses; 

(4) Co-operato with PAO in efforts to minimise the risk of ecological 

damage from citar felling or from unwise uso of the cleared land; 
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(5) Provide information to help pulp-mills  in the tropica minimize  the 

deterioration of stored wood caused by fungi and  insects; 

(6) Assist Governments with the formulation of revised standards oC 

quality in paper specifications to permit the use of poor-quality mixed hard- 

woods  in countries that  lack the foreign exchange to  import pulp or paper. 

With regard to the manufacture of dissolving pulp from exotic raw 

materials,  the Expert Group recommended that UNIDO should! 

(1) Extend ite attention to the low consumption of textiles in develop- 

ing countries and the role that nan-made fibres from dissolving pulp could 

play in overcoming itj 

(2) Encourage developing countries to use good cellulosic raw materials 

and proven processes for the production of dissolving pulp because; they are 

generally unable to overcome the technical problems which almost inevitably 

arise} 

(3) Facilitate pilot-scale trials to detormino tho suitability of a 

locally grown wood or other raw material for a projected dissolving pulp plant 

and experimental work to overcome problems with those materials; 

(4) Assict with feasibility studies, not only of the production of dis- 

solving pulp, but also where a filament or film piatii exists,  with íU'«íííSB of 

the effect on the plant's operation and on the quality of its pr<>ducU; <>f lh«- 

substitution of the imported pulp normally used with locally nude pulp.    Thn 

extent to which the local pulp could replace the  imported pulp should alno be 

considered; 

(^) Adviso on the storage of fibrous raw materials before pulping in 

tropical or subtropioal countries where deterioration in storage tonda tu be 

more  rapid than in temperate sones when the deterioration affects  the quaiitj 

of the dissolving pulp} 

(6) Encourage the collaboration of experienced produceru of dissolving 

pulp and cellulose derivatives with prospective producers in developing coun- 

tries to help preside the latter with the highly specialized technical  and 

commercial know-how of this industry and maintain a roster of conuu)tanta 

specializing in the industry» 
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With   rogarci  to   th < use   >f waste paper   in  the  paper  industry   <i* developing 

countries,   the Export Group recommend »ti that ÍJNTDO should: 

(1) Draw the attention of the developing countries  to  the possibilities 

whi':h <;xint   in  exploiting the waste-paper resources  in their respective 

countries ', 

(2) Advice mills in developing countries contemplating the une of waste 

paper ao  tu the best first steps to take in this respect; 

( ',)  Jtudy of the uae of waate paper imported from developed countries 

int» d- /eJ oping countries,   for example in the production of newsprint; 

(A) Ann i at countries which are short of pulp arid which must   therefore 

une much wante paper to formulate reduced standard specifi catione for the 

physical properties of papero which would be adequate for the consumer, but 

which could be met when a substantial proportion of waste paper is incorporated 

in the paper furnish; 

('j) Consider the formulation of guidelines and the preparation of indica- 

tive drawings which would enable a paper-mill in a developing country with 

adequate engineering facilities to build its own waste-paper slushing and 

screening plant using partly imported and partly locally made equipment| 

(6) Prepare a selected bibliography covering all aspect« of waste-paper 

utilization that are likely to be of interest to developing countries» 
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Annex 

LIST OP DOCUMENTS PRESENTED TO THE MEETING» 

ID/WQ. IO2/I Agenda 

IB/sXl. 102/2 List of participants 

11^113,102/3 How to build a low-cost paper «ill in developing countries 
Karl Zappert, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland 

n/wa.IO2/4 Newsprint from bagasse:   past and possible future aoLion 
Edoardo J, Viilavicencio, United States of America 

110*1.IO2/5 A practical approach to waste paper utilization in dove- 
loping countries 

Harvey B. Heraan, Dominican Republic 

ID/wO. IO2/6 Prospects for bagasse nowsprint in India 
S.R.D. Ooha, India 

ID/Ha. 102/7 Use of Mixed tropical hardwoods for production of pulp and 
paper in India 

D.K. Ganguly, India 

ID/WQ.IO2/8 How to raise the level of officiency in the pulp and paper 
«ills of developing countries 

T. Jeyasinga», CeylonS/ 

IB/HO,IO2/9 Collection and utilisation of waste paper in Ceylon 
T, JeypBingaa, Ceylonw 

H^WG.ICS/IO Practioal experiences in the use of mixed tropical hard- 
woods for production of pulp and paper 

A» Panda, India 

Iiy'WQ*IO2/II Experiments on the Indonesian rubberwood as raw material 
for pulp and paper 

Alaudin,  Soeprapti iC,  Mo eh j i Rnt  Sri Margono,  Hendayani 
TA,  Soetrieno and Kahar, Indonesia 

IB/H0,102/l2 Achieving a high level of efficiency in the pulp and paper 
Mills of developing countries 

X. Crane, Australia 

DE/wXl,IO2/13 The special probleas involved in developing,  ><ui Iding at-d 
operating pulp and paper Mills 

Joseph B. Atchison, United States of America 

ID/MO*IO2/14 Trends in pulping of nixed tropical hardwoods 
Lare C, Bratt, United States of America 

j¡/ A limited number of copies of the documenta aro available i"rom UNIDO 
upon request. 

b/ low designated Sri Lanka. 
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ID/WC!. I02/ìc) Practical   experiences   in the use of rubberwood  for the 
production of pulp and paper 

D.L.  Stacey,  New Zealand 

ID/WG. IO2/16 How to build a low cost pulp and paper mill  in developing 
countries 

P.B.   Chaudhuri,  Sweden 

ID/WG. IO2/17 Practical  experiences  in the use of mixed tropical hard- 
woods for the production of pulp and paper 

Julius Grant,  United Kingdom of Great 3ritain and 
Northern Ireland 

ID/WO.IO2/18 Newsprint from bagasse / 
Youssef A. Fouad, United Arab Republic-' 

ID/WO. IO2/19 How to raise the level of efficiency in pulp and paper 
mills in developing countries 

O.T» Bailey and A.M. Hooloway, Canada 

ID/MO. IO2/2O Dissolving pulp from mangrove woods and para rubberwood 
T. Kayama, M. Nakamura and A. Nagoshi, Japan 

IB/HO. 102/21 Practical experiences on pulping mixed tropical hardwoods 
Pablo X* Cardenas, Colombia 

ID/WO. 102/22 The utilization of waste paper in the paper industries of 
developing countries 

Poster P. Doane Jr., United States of America 

IB/WO«IO2/23 How to build a low cost paper mill in developing countries 
A. Binder, the Federal Republic of Germany 

ÎD/WG.IO2/24 Manufa.ture of dissolving pulp from exotic raw materiali 
Yehia Pàhmy, United Arab Republic^/ 

ID/WO» IO2/25 Formulation of a set ^f rules for a systematic repair and 
maintenance service in the pulp and paper industries of 
developing countries 

Stanley J. McGilvray, Australia 

Ti>/WCt. 102/26 Manufacture of dissolving pulps fro« exwtic raw materials 
J« Howakowaki, Poland 

ÏD/uG, 10?/27 Practical experi enees in the use of mixed tropical hard- 
woods for the production of pulp ind paper 

B. B. Gupta,  India 

ID/fcW» IO2/28 fcotroop"'-.ts and prospects of newsprint from bagasse 
3,R.  Kr1shnaswamy,  Cuba 

IV/Wi* 102/29 Bagasse newsprint 
P.W.R. Jolley and D.S. Cusi, United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland 

ID/WQ. IO2/3O How to build a low-cost pulp mill in developing countries 
Irik J«  Van den Hit, Ulf G. RODS and E. Norman Weeterberg, 
Pinland 

,-, / Now designated Egypt. 
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ID/WO.102/31 

ID/WO. 102/32 

ID/WO.102/33 

:uui ;>:i;-.-.>r How to raise the level of off i eieney in tli • - ru 
mills of developing countries 

V.P. Poddar, India 

List of documents 

Practical experiences in the use of mixed tropi V hardwood 
for the manufacture of pulp and paper 

3.K. Mayer, United States of America 
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